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REPRESENTATION ZETA FUNCTIONS OF NILPOTENT GROUPS AND
GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR WEYL GROUPS OF TYPE B

By A. STASINSKI and C. VOLL

Abstract. We study representation zeta functions of finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent groups
which are groups of rational points of unipotent group schemes over rings of integers of number
fields. Using the Kirillov orbit method and p-adic integration, we prove rationality and functional
equations for almost all local factors of the Euler products of these zeta functions. We further give
explicit formulae, in terms of Dedekind zeta functions, for the zeta functions of class-2-nilpotent
groups obtained from three infinite families of group schemes, generalizing the integral Heisenberg
group. As an immediate corollary, we obtain precise asymptotics for the representation growth of
these groups, and key analytic properties of their zeta functions, such as meromorphic continuation.
We express the local factors of these zeta functions in terms of generating functions for finite Weyl
groups of type B. This allows us to establish a formula for the joint distribution of three functions,
or “statistics”, on such Weyl groups. Finally, we compare our explicit formulae to p-adic integrals
associated to relative invariants of three infinite families of prehomogeneous vector spaces.

1. Introduction and statement of main results.

1.1. Background and summary. Let G be a group and denote, for n ∈ N,
by rn(G) the number of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional irreducible com-
plex representations of G. The group G is called (representation) rigid if rn(G)

is finite for all n ∈ N. If G is rigid and the numbers rn(G) grow at most polyno-
mially, a fruitful approach to the study of these numbers is to encode them into
a Dirichlet generating function, which is called the representation zeta function of
G. A variety of tools from complex analysis, algebraic geometry, model theory and
combinatorics is available to investigate these zeta functions, and thus to shed light
on the arithmetic and asymptotic properties of the sequence (rn(G)); see, for in-
stance, [2, 4, 29]. Throughout this paper we use the term “representations” to refer
to complex representations. In the context of topological groups, we only consider
continuous representations.

In the current paper we study representation zeta functions associated to
finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent groups (so-called T -groups). Such groups
are not rigid. Indeed, a non-trivial T -group has infinitely many representations
of dimension 1. However, T -groups are “rigid up to twisting” by 1-dimensional
representations. More precisely, let G be a group and let ρ and σ be irreducible rep-
resentations of G. One calls ρ and σ twist-equivalent if there exists a 1-dimensional
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502 A. STASINSKI AND C. VOLL

representation χ of G such that ρ∼= χ⊗σ. If G is a topological group, we demand
in addition that χ be continuous. This defines an equivalence relation on the set
of irreducible representations of G, whose classes are called twist-isoclasses. For
a group G and n ∈ N we denote by r̃n(G) the number of twist-isoclasses of G

of dimension n. It is known that if G is a T -group and n ∈ N then there exists
a finite quotient G(n) of G such that every n-dimensional representation of G is
twist-equivalent to one that factors through G(n). In particular, the number r̃n(G)

is finite for all n ∈N; see [30, Theorem 6.6]. The representation zeta function of a
T -group G is defined to be the Dirichlet generating function

ζG(s) :=
∞∑
n=1

r̃n(G)n−s,(1.1)

where s is a complex variable. The sequence (r̃n(G)) grows polynomially, and
thus this series converges on a complex right half-plane {s ∈ C | Re(s) > α}, for
some α ∈ R; see Lemma 2.1. The abscissa of convergence α(G) of ζG(s), that
is, the infimum of such α, gives the precise degree of polynomial growth. More
precisely, if G is non-trivial, α(G) is the smallest value such that

∑N
n=1 r̃n(G) =

O(Nα(G)+ε) for every ε ∈ R>0.
The zeta function ζG(s) has an Euler product, indexed by the rational primes.

Indeed, one has

ζG(s) =
∏
p prime

ζG,p(s),(1.2)

where ζG,p(s) :=
∑∞

i=0 r̃pi(G)p−is, for each prime number p. This Euler product
simply reflects the facts that every representation of G is twist-equivalent to one
that factors through a finite quotient, and that finite nilpotent groups are direct prod-
ucts of their Sylow p-subgroups. Much deeper lies the fact, proved by Hrushovski
and Martin, that all the factors in (1.2) are rational functions in the parameter p−s;
see [20, Theorem 8.4]. Another deep result establishes functional equations of al-
most all of the local factors “upon inversion of p”; see [43, Theorem D].

The only explicitly computed examples of representation zeta functions of T -
groups in print prior to the current paper are formulae for the zeta function of
the Heisenberg group H(O) of upper-unitriangular 3× 3-matrices over the ring
of integers O of a number field K of degree at most 2; cf. [33] for K = Q, and
[14, Theorem 1.1] for K a quadratic number field. These examples agree with the
formula

ζH(O)(s) =
ζK(s−1)
ζK(s)

=
∏
p

1− q−s

1− q1−s ,(1.3)
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where ζK(s) is the Dedekind zeta function of K, p ranges over the non-zero prime
ideals of O, and q = |O/p|. In particular, we have ζH(Z)(s) =

∑∞
n=1ϕ(n)n

−s,
where ϕ is the Euler totient function. Ezzat conjectured in [14] that (1.3) holds for
arbitrary number fields K. This is in fact implied by one of our main results; cf.
Theorem B. Note that for G = H(O) the Euler product in (1.3) is finer than the
product (1.2), and that all the local factors are rational in q−s. We will show that
these facts, too, are special cases of more general phenomena.

The T -groups studied in the current paper are obtained from unipotent group
schemes over rings of integers of number fields. From now on, let O be the ring of
integers of a number field K. Let G be a unipotent group scheme defined over O;
see Section 2.1. Then G(O) is a T -group. Given a non-zero prime ideal p of O,
we denote byOp the completion of O at p, and by p the residue field characteristic
of Op. In Proposition 2.2 we establish the Euler factorization

ζG(O)(s) =
∏
p

ζG(Op)(s),(1.4)

indexed by the non-zero prime ideals of O, with local factors given by

ζG(Op)(s) =

∞∑
i=0

r̃pi(G(Op))p
−is.

The factorization (1.4) reflects the fact that unipotent groups have the Congruence
Subgroup Property and the strong approximation property. Note that it refines (1.2).

The Euler product (1.4) is similar to the Euler product satisfied by representa-
tion zeta functions of arithmetic subgroups of semisimple algebraic groups; cf. [29,
Proposition 1.3]. The archimedean factors present in the latter are absent in the
realm of nilpotent groups, reflecting the fact that every representation of a T -group
is twist-equivalent to one which factors over a finite quotient. The non-archimedean
factors in the context of semisimple groups have been studied using techniques
from model theory and p-adic integration; see, for instance, [1, 2, 22].

The following summarizes the main results of the paper and some of its moti-
vation. On the one hand, we set up a general framework for studying representation
zeta functions of T -groups obtained from group schemes overO, which in turn are
associated to O-Lie lattices. The principal tools here are the Kirillov orbit method
and p-adic integration, which enable us to analyze the local factors of Euler prod-
ucts of the form (1.4). In particular, we derive formulae which are uniform under
extensions of O, and prove rationality and functional equations for almost all local
factors; see Theorem A.

On the other hand, we study three infinite families of T -groups of nilpotency
class 2 for which we carry out this general analysis explicitly and prove more pre-
cise results. Our approach allows us to compute the zeta functions of these groups
as finite products involving translates of Dedekind zeta functions; see Theorem B.
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This shows, in particular, that in these cases all of the local factors in (1.4) are
rational both in q and in q−s, and satisfy the functional equations which Theo-
rem A asserts only for almost all local factors. Using our formulae it is easy to read
off the zeta functions’ key analytic properties, such as abscissae of convergence,
meromorphic continuation, and location and order of the poles; see Corollary 1.3.
The formulae for the zeta functions also imply precise asymptotic formulae for the
representation growth of the relevant groups.

We do not expect the strong regularity properties displayed by the zeta func-
tions in Theorem B to hold in general, not even in nilpotency class 2. Nevertheless,
the interesting problem arises to characterize the groups for which they do hold.

Originally our interest in the three specific families of T -groups studied in
Theorem B arose out of an analogy with p-adic integrals associated to reduced
irreducible prehomogeneous vector spaces with relative invariants; see Section 6.
These are complex vector spaces on which algebraic groups act with Zariski dense
orbits. Three infinite families of such prehomogeneous vector spaces are given by
n×n-matrices, symmetric matrices and antisymmetric matrices, respectively. The
relative invariants in these cases are the determinant or, in the case of antisym-
metric matrices, the Pfaffian; the associated p-adic integrals are Igusa’s local zeta
functions associated to these polynomials. These well-known integrals are of par-
ticular interest as they are cases in which the Bernstein-Sato polynomial conjecture
is known to hold. This conjecture connects the real parts of the poles of Igusa’s lo-
cal zeta function with the zeros of the integrand’s Bernstein-Sato polynomial. We
record in this paper an intriguing analogy between the representation zeta functions
computed in Theorem B and the p-adic integrals associated to the above-mentioned
prehomogeneous vector spaces. In particular, the local pole spectra of the former
are obtained from the pole spectra of the latter by a simple translation by integers
which turn out to be the (global) abscissae of convergence of the relevant zeta func-
tions. Our observations give rise to the general question to what degree the local
pole spectra of zeta functions of groups reflect geometric invariants like zeros of
Bernstein-Sato polynomials. This points to a possible analogue of the Bernstein-
Sato polynomial conjecture for zeta functions of groups.

Our explicit “multiplicative” formulae given in Theorem B are proved using
“additive” formulae given in Theorem C. The bridge between the two is given
by an identity which is reminiscent of the q-multinomial theorem in the theory
of basic hypergeometric series; see Proposition 1.5. The present paper provides a
natural motivation for this identity in the context of zeta functions of groups; see
also Remark 4.3. We show that the polynomials appearing in Theorem C have a
rich combinatorial structure: we express them as generating functions for statistics
on finite Weyl groups of type B, also known as hyperoctahedral groups. As an
application, we prove a formula for the joint distribution of three statistics on Weyl
groups of type B; see Proposition 1.7. It would be interesting to know whether
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other types of Weyl groups occur in this framework, and to study the resulting
analogues of our results.

1.2. Uniformity, rationality and functional equations. In Section 2.1 we
describe a class of group schemes defined by nilpotent O-Lie lattices. By an O-
Lie lattice we mean a free and finitely generated O-module, together with an an-
tisymmetric, bi-additive form satisfying the Jacobi identity. Let Λ be a nilpotent
O-Lie lattice of nilpotency class c, and write Λ′ for the derived Lie lattice [Λ,Λ].
If Λ satisfies the condition Λ′ ⊆ c!Λ it gives rise to a unipotent group scheme GΛ

over O via the Hausdorff series. When the residue characteristic p is odd or when
p = 2 and c ≥ 4, there exists a Kirillov orbit method to describe the irreducible
representations of groups of the form GΛ(Op) in terms of co-adjoint orbits; see
Section 2.2. In the case where c = 2 we give an unconditional construction of a
unipotent group scheme associated to Λ which coincides with GΛ if Λ′ ⊆ 2Λ, and
describe a Kirillov orbit method for GΛ(Op) which holds for all primes; see Sec-
tion 2.4. In any case, whenever the Kirillov orbit method applies it allows us to
describe local representation zeta functions in terms of Poincaré series and suitable
p-adic integrals. The first main result of the paper establishes universal formulae
for the generic factors in Euler products of the form (1.4) for groups of the form
GΛ(OL), where OL is the ring of integers in a finite extension L of the number
field K. Let d= dimK(Λ′ ⊗OK).

THEOREM A. There exist a finite set S of prime ideals ofO, t∈N, and a ratio-
nal function R(X1, . . . ,Xt,Y ) ∈Q(X1, . . . ,Xt,Y ) such that, for every prime ideal
p of O with p �∈ S, the following is true. There exist algebraic integers λ1, . . . ,λt,
depending on p, such that, for all finite extensions O of o=Op one has

ζGΛ(O)(s) =R(λf1 , . . . ,λ
f
t ,q
−fs),

where q denotes the residue field cardinality of o = Op, and f = f(O,o) is the
relative degree of inertia. In particular, the local factor ζGΛ(O)(s) is a rational
function in q−fs. Furthermore, the following functional equation holds:

ζGΛ(O)(s)| q→q−1

λi→λ−1
i

= qfdζGΛ(O)(s).(1.5)

Remark 1.1. The statement of Theorem A is analogous to [3, Theorem A]. In
fact, the proof of A leans heavily on the methods developed in [3]. We note, how-
ever, that [3, Theorem A] applies only to certain pro-p subgroups of the groups
featuring in the Euler factors, whereas Theorem A yields a formula for almost all
factors in (1.4). The functional equation (1.5) refines the statement of [43, Theo-
rem D].

The proof of Theorem A is found in Section 2.3.
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1.3. Groups of types F , G and H , and multiplicative formulae. Much of
the present paper is concerned with the representation zeta functions of T -groups
obtained from three specific infinite families of group schemes. These arise from
class-2-nilpotent Z-Lie lattices, and each family generalizes a different aspect of
the Heisenberg group scheme H.

Definition 1.2. Let n ∈ N and δ ∈ {0,1}. We define the following nilpotent
Z-Lie lattices of class 2:

Fn,δ =
〈
xk,yij | [xk,yij], [xi,xj ]−yij, 1≤ k ≤ 2n+ δ,1≤ i < j ≤ 2n+ δ

〉
,

Gn =
〈
xk,yij | [xk,yij], [xi,xn+j]−yij, 1≤ k ≤ 2n, 1≤ i,j ≤ n

〉
,

Hn =
〈
xk,yij | [xk,yij], [xi,xn+j]−yij, [xj ,xn+i]−yij,

1≤ k ≤ 2n, 1≤ i≤ j ≤ n
〉
.

Note that all these Lie lattices are isomorphic to quotients of the free class-2-
nilpotent Lie rings generated by the xk. In fact, Fn,δ is isomorphic to the free
class-2-nilpotent Lie ring on x1, . . . ,x2n+δ. In any case, the elements xk,yij yield
Z-bases for the respective Lie lattices.

Let Fn,δ, Gn and Hn denote the unipotent group schemes over Z associated to
the Lie lattices Fn,δ, Gn, andHn, respectively. We call groups of the form Fn,δ(O),
Gn(O) and Hn(O) groups of type F , G and H , respectively. The groups Fn,δ(Z)
are the free class-2-nilpotent groups on 2n+ δ generators. Note that F1,0(O) =
G1(O) =H1(O) = H(O), the Heisenberg group over O.

Apart from being natural generalizations of H(O), the groups of type F , G
and H are of interest as their zeta functions are close analogues of zeta integrals
associated to relative invariants of irreducible prehomogeneous vector spaces. This
connection is explored in Section 6. In our second main result we give explicit
formulae for the zeta functions of groups of type F , G and H , in terms of Dedekind
zeta functions. For n ∈ N, we set m = �n/2� and ε = n− 2m ∈ {0,1}, so that
n= 2m+ ε.

THEOREM B. Let n = 2m+ ε ∈ N, δ ∈ {0,1} and let K be a number field
with ring of integers O. Then

ζFn,δ(O)(s) =

n−1∏
i=0

ζK(s−2(n+ i+ δ)+1)
ζK(s−2i)

,(1.6)

ζGn(O)(s) =
n−1∏
i=0

ζK(s−n− i)

ζK(s− i)
,(1.7)

ζHn(O)(s) =
ζK(s−n)

ζK(s)

m−1∏
i=0

ζK(2(s−m− i− ε)−1)
ζK(2(s− i−1))

.(1.8)
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let G ∈ {Fn,δ,Gn,Hn}.
(1) For all non-zero prime ideals p of O, the following functional equation

holds:

ζG(Op)(s)|q→q−1 = qd(G)ζG(Op)(s),(1.9)

where

d(Fn,δ) =

(
2n+ δ

2

)
, d(Gn) = n2, d(Hn) =

(
n+1

2

)

is the Z-rank of the corresponding derived Lie lattice.
(2) The abscissa of convergence α(G(O)) of ζG(O)(s) is an integer. More pre-

cisely, we have

α(Fn,δ(O)) = 2(2n+ δ−1), α(Gn(O)) = 2n, α(Hn(O)) = n+1.(1.10)

In particular, α(G) := α(G(O)) is independent of O.
(3) The zeta function ζG(O)(s) has meromorphic continuation to the whole

complex plane. The continued zeta function has no singularities on the line {s ∈
C | Re(s) = α(G)}, apart from a simple pole at s= α(G).

(4) There exists a constant c(G(O)), given explicitly in terms of special values
of the Dedekind zeta function ζK(s), such that∑

n≤N
r̃n(G(O))∼ c(G(O)) ·Nα(G) as N −→ ∞.

Theorem B and its corollary are proved in Section 5.
We remark that the functional equations (1.9) illustrate (1.5), which Theorem A

only asserts for almost all p. It is of interest to what extent the assertions of Corol-
lary 1.3 generalize to more general group schemes. Specifically, we ask the follow-
ing:

Question 1.4. Let G be a unipotent group scheme defined over the ring of
integers O of a number field K, and let L be a finite extension of K , with ring of
integers OL. Is the abscissa of convergence α(G(OL)) independent of L? Is it a
rational number? Does the zeta function ζG(O)(s) allow for analytic continuation
beyond its abscissa of convergence?

The last two questions would have an affirmative answer if local representation
zeta functions of T -groups were “cone integrals” in the sense of [13].

1.4. Additive formulae and Weyl group generating functions. In our
third main result we prove “additive formulae” for the local factors of the zeta
functions of groups of type F , G and H . To state this result we introduce some
notation. Throughout the paper, X, Y and Z will denote indeterminates in the
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field Q(X,Y,Z). For N ∈ N, we set [N ] = {1, . . . ,N} and [N ]0 = {0,1, . . . ,N}.
We write (N)X for the polynomial 1−XN . We set (0)X = 1 and write (N )X! for
(1)X(2)X · · · (N)X . Given n ∈ N and I = {i1, . . . , il}< ⊆ [n− 1]0, we set i0 = 0,
and il+1 = n, respectively. Here the subscript < on {i1, . . . , il} indicates that i1 <
· · · < il. Note that i1 = n when I = ∅. For j ∈ [l]0 we define μj = ij+1− ij . For
a,b ∈N0 such that a≥ b, we have the “X-binomial coefficient”, also known as the
Gaussian polynomial (

a

b

)
X

=
(a)X!

(a− b)X!(b)X!
.

Furthermore, we have the “X-multinomial coefficient”(
n

I

)
X

=

(
n

il

)
X

(
il
il−1

)
X

· · ·
(
i2
i1

)
X

.

We also define the Y -Pochhammer symbol, or Y -shifted factorial, as

(X;Y )n =
n−1∏
i=0

(1−XY i).(1.11)

In the literature, the above symbols are often defined in terms of a formal variable
q, and thus one often encounters the q-binomial and q-multinomial coefficients,
and q-Pochhammer symbol, respectively. In our context, however, q is always a
prime power, so we choose X and Y as formal variables.

Given a fixed prime power q = pf we write (N) for (N )q−1 .

THEOREM C. Let n ∈ N, δ ∈ {0,1} and let K be a number field with ring
of integers O. Let G ∈ {Fn,δ,Gn,Hn}. There exist polynomials fG,I(X) ∈ Z[X],
I ⊆ [n−1]0, and natural numbers a(G, i), i ∈ [n−1]0, such that, for all non-zero
prime ideals p of O, one has

ζG(Op)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fG,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

qa(G,i)−(n−i)s

1− qa(G,i)−(n−i)s
,(1.12)

where q = |O/p|. The data fG,I(X) and a(G, i) are given in the following table.

G fG,I(X) a(G, i)

Fn,δ
(
n
I

)
X2(X

2(i1+δ)+1;X2)n−i1
(2n+δ

2

)− (2i+δ
2

)
Gn

(n
I

)
X
(Xi1+1;X)n−i1 n2− i2

Hn

(∏l
j=1(X

2;X2)−1
�μj/2�

)
(Xi1+1;X)n−i1

(
n+1

2

)− (i+1
2

)
Note that fG,I(X) and a(G, i) are independent of O and p. Theorem C is

proved in Section 3.
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The proof of the “multiplicative” Theorem B relies on the “additive” Theo-
rem C, together with the following identity, which we prove in Section 4.1.

PROPOSITION 1.5. For n ∈ N we have

∑
I⊆[n−1]0

(
n

I

)
X−1

(Y X−i1−1;X−1)n−i1
∏
i∈I

gp((XiZ)n−i) =
(X−nY Z;X)n

(Z;X)n
.

(1.13)

We call the identity (1.13) of “multinomial type” due to its analogy with the
multinomial theorem. For groups of type F and G, Theorem B is a formal con-
sequence of Theorem C and Proposition 1.5. Further combinatorial arguments are
needed to deal with groups of type H , and these are treated in Section 5.1.

Proposition 1.5 has applications to generating functions of statistics on Weyl
groups of type B; for details, see Section 4.2. Let n ∈ N, and consider the group
Bn of permutations w of the set [±n]0 := {−n, . . . ,n} such that, for all i ∈ [±n]0,
w(−i) =−w(i). We may identify Bn with the group of “signed permutation matri-
ces”, that is, monomial matrices whose non-zero entries are in {1,−1}. Interesting
statistics on Bn include the usual Coxeter length function l with respect to the stan-
dard Coxeter generating set S = {s0, . . . ,sn−1} and the statistic “neg” which keeps
track of the number of negative entries of a signed permutation. A result of Reiner
in [35] allows us to express the polynomials fFn,δ,I(X) and fGn,I(X) given in
Theorem C in terms of the joint distribution of the statistics l and neg over descent
classes in Bn. For groups of type H we present a conjectural formula of this kind.
To state it, we introduce a new statistic L on Bn. For w ∈Bn we define

L(w) =
1
2

#{(x,y) ∈ [±n]20 | x < y, w(x)> w(y), x �≡ y mod (2)} ∈ N0(1.14)

and write D(w)= {s∈S | l(ws)< l(w)} for the (right) descent set of w. From now
on, we identify S with [n−1]0 in the obvious way. For I ⊆ S, let Ic = [n−1]0 \ I
denote the complement of I , and let BIc

n = {w ∈Bn |D(w)⊆ I}.
CONJECTURE 1.6. For n ∈ N and I ⊆ [n−1]0 we have

fHn,I(X) =
∑
w∈BIcn

(−1)l(w)XL(w).

In [41] we prove Conjecture 1.6 for arbitrary n ∈ N and I ∈ {{0}, [n− 1]0},
as well as in the case where n is even and I ⊆ [n− 1]0∩ 2N0. We remark that the
statistic L is a natural extension of a statistic on the symmetric group Sn defined
by Klopsch and the second author; cf. [26, Lemma 5.2].

Combining our Weyl-group theoretical interpretations of the polynomials
fG,I(X) with Proposition 1.5 allows us to describe the joint distribution of three
statistics on Weyl groups of type B, namely σ− l, neg and rmaj. The statistics l and
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neg have already been introduced. We now give the definitions of σ and rmaj. For
a general finite Weyl group W , with root system Φ and simple roots α0, . . . ,αn−1,
let b0, . . . , bn−1 denote the simple root coordinates for half the sum of all positive
roots, that is

∑
α∈Φα= 2

∑n−1
i=0 biαi. Specifically, for Bn with generating set S as

above, the simple root coordinates bi, i ∈ [n−1]0 are given by bi = n2− i2; cf. [8,
Plate II] (note that we use the reverse ordering of the simple roots). For w ∈ Bn,
let

σ(w) =
∑

i∈D(w)

bi =
∑

i∈D(w)

(n2− i2)

and define the reverse major index by rmaj(w) =
∑

i∈D(w)(n− i).

PROPOSITION 1.7. For n ∈ N we have

∑
w∈Bn

X(σ−l)(w)Y neg(w)Z rmaj(w) =
n−1∏
i=0

(1+XiY Z)(1− (Xn+iZ)n−i)
1−Xn+iZ

.

The generating function for the statistic σ− l over a general finite Weyl group
was studied in [42]. The geometric relevance of the statistic σ− l is explained in
[42, Lemma 2.2]. Proposition 1.7 generalizes [42, Theorem 1.1] in the case of Weyl
groups of type B. A similar result, pertaining to the statistic L defined in (1.14),
exploits the two different expressions of the local zeta functions of groups of type
H given by Theorems B and C; see Proposition 5.5.

1.5. Notation. We record some of our recurrent notation. Throughout, we
denote by K a number field with ring of integers O = OK . We denote by p a
non-zero prime ideal of O, and sometimes write o for the completion Op of O
at p. We write q for the residue field cardinality |o/p| and p for the residue field
characteristic of o. The Dedekind zeta function ζK(s) of K is

ζK(s) =
∑
I�O
|O : I|−s =

∏
p

ζK,p(s),(1.15)

where the product is indexed by the non-zero prime ideals of O, and ζK,p(s) =

1/(1− q−s). For a non-trivial o-module M , we write M∗ := M \ pM , and for
the trivial o-module {0} we set {0}∗ = {0}. Given a ring R, we write rkR(M)

to denote the rank of a free R-module M . We also write rk(x) for the rank of a
matrix x. For a fixed d ∈ N, we write W (o) = (od)∗ and, given N ∈ N, we set
WN (o) = ((o/pN )d)∗.

For any compact abelian group a we write â for its Pontryagin dual
Homcont

Z
(a,C×). In the context of nilpotent groups we use the notation Ĝ to

denote the profinite completion of the T -group G. We write Irr(G) for the collec-
tion of isomorphism classes of continuous, irreducible complex representations of
a topological group G.
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Given a subset I ⊆N we write I0 for I ∪{0}. For a,b ∈ Z, we use the notation
aI+ b= {ai+ b | i ∈ I}. Given a term X different from 1, we often write gp(X)

for the “geometric progression” X/(1−X).

Acknowledgments. We are grateful to the referee who pointed out a mistake in
an earlier version of this paper, and to Tobias Roßmann who helped us fix it.

2. Representation zeta functions of nilpotent groups. In this section we
develop some general machinery to study representation zeta functions of finitely
generated nilpotent groups obtained from unipotent group schemes associated to
nilpotent Lie lattices over rings of integers of number fields. We first give a general
description of the construction of T -groups from group schemes, the Kirillov orbit
method and tools from p-adic integration in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We prove Theo-
rem A in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 is dedicated to a more explicit analysis in the case
of nilpotency class 2, affording slightly stronger results in this case. The results in
this section also prepare the ground for the subsequent proof of Theorem C.

Let G be a T -group. Recall that, for n ∈N, we denote by r̃n(G) the number of
twist-isoclasses of n-dimensional irreducible representations of G. The following
lemma establishes that the sequence (r̃n(G)) has polynomial growth, so that the
Dirichlet series ζG(s) has non-empty domain of convergence.

LEMMA 2.1. The series ζG(s) =
∑∞

n=1 r̃n(G)n−s converges on a complex
half-plane.

Proof. We need to show that the sequence (r̃n(G)) is bounded by a polynomial
in n. It is well-known that every finite-dimensional irreducible representation of a
T -group is monomial, that is induced from a 1-dimensional representation of some
subgroup. T -groups are further known to have polynomial subgroup growth, that
is the sequence of the numbers an(G) of subgroups of G of index n is bounded by
a polynomial in n; see, for instance, [31, Theorem 5.1]. It thus suffices to show that
the sequence of the numbers of twist-isoclasses of representations of G obtained
by inducing to G a 1-dimensional representation of an index-n-subgroup of G is
bounded by a polynomial in n. This follows from the fact that, given a subgroup
H of G of index n, a 1-dimensional representation χ of G and a 1-dimensional
representation ψ of H , we have that

χ⊗ IndGH(ψ) = IndGH(ResGH(χ)⊗ψ),(2.1)

and that the index |G′ ∩H : H ′| is bounded by a polynomial in n. To see the latter
note that, since G is nilpotent, each subgroup of index n in G contains Gn, and that
the index of (Gn)′ in G′ is bounded by a power of n, which only depends on the
number of generators and the nilpotency class of G. �
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2.1. Unipotent group schemes, T -groups and nilpotent Lie lattices.

2.1.1. T -groups from group schemes. Let G be an affine smooth group
scheme over O, the ring of integers of a number field K. We say that G is unipo-
tent (over O) if the geometric fibre G×O k(p) is a connected unipotent algebraic
group for all p ∈ Spec(O). Here k(p) is the residue field O/p when p �= (0), and
k((0)) =K. Note that, if G is unipotent, it is automatically finitely presented over
O, by the definition of smoothness; see e.g., [40, Section 2]. It is well-known that
if k is any field and G is unipotent over k then G(k) embeds as a subgroup of
the group of upper-unitriangular matrices in GLN (k), for some N . Thus G(O)
is nilpotent and torsion-free, by virtue of being a subgroup of G(K). Moreover,
since G is affine and finitely presented over O, and O is free of finite rank over
Z, the Weil restriction ResO/ZG is an affine finitely presented group scheme over
Z; cf. [37, Proposition 4.4]. By a result of Borel and Harish-Chandra, the group of
Z-points of an affine group scheme of finite type over Z is finitely generated; cf. [7,
Theorem 6.12]. Therefore G(O) = (ResO/ZG)(Z) is finitely generated, and thus a
T -group.

For a non-zero prime ideal p of O, we denote by Op the completion of O at p,
with maximal ideal p, residue field cardinality q and residue field characteristic p.
Let G be a unipotent group scheme over O. By the Congruence Subgroup Prop-
erty for unipotent groups (see, for instance, [10]), and the strong approximation
property for unipotent groups (cf. [34, Lemma 5.5]), the profinite completion of
the T -group G(O) satisfies

Ĝ(O) =
∏
p

G(Op),(2.2)

where p ranges over the non-zero prime ideals ofO. The factorization (2.2) implies
that the zeta function ζG(O)(s) satisfies an Euler product, indexed by the non-zero
prime ideals on O. Indeed, every finite-dimensional irreducible complex represen-
tation of G(O) is twist-equivalent to one with finite image; see [30, Theorem 6.6].
We thus have a dimension-preserving bijection between the twist-isoclasses of rep-
resentations of G(O) on the one hand and continuous irreducible complex repre-

sentations of Ĝ(O) up to twists by continuous 1-dimensional representations on
the other. Owing to the product (2.2) and the resulting fact that

Homcts(Ĝ(O),C×) =
∏
p

Homcts(Ĝ(Op),C
×),

the zeta function ζG(O)(s) therefore is the Euler product of the local zeta functions

ζG(Op)(s) :=
∞∑
i=0

r̃pi(G(Op))p
−is.(2.3)
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Note that r̃n(G(Op)) = 0 unless n is a power of p, as G(Op) is a pro-p group. The
above discussion is summarized in the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.2. We have the Euler product

ζG(O)(s) =
∏
p

ζG(Op)(s).

Remark 2.3. We will show that the local factor ζG(Op)(s) is in fact a rational
function in q−s whenever the group scheme G is obtained from a Lie lattice in the
sense defined in Section 2.1.2 and p is odd or p= 2 and c �= 3; cf. Corollaries 2.11
and 2.19. We do not know whether these conditions are also necessary. In any
case, it follows from work of Hrushovski and Martin that, for all rational primes
p, the “mini Euler product” ζG(O),p(s) =

∏
p|p ζG(Op)(s) is rational in p−s; see [20,

Theorem 8.4].

2.1.2. Group schemes from Lie lattices. Recall the notion of Lie lattice
from Section 1.2. Let (Λ, [·, ·]) be a nilpotent O-Lie lattice of O-rank h and nilpo-
tency class c. Choose an O-basis (x1, . . . ,xh) for Λ. For any O-algebra R, let
Λ(R) := Λ⊗O R. Then (x1⊗1, . . . ,xh⊗1) is an R-basis for Λ(R); cf. [28, XVI,
Proposition 2.3]. We write Λ′ for the derived Lie lattice [Λ,Λ].

Assume that Λ′ ⊆ c!Λ. By means of the Hausdorff series one may define a
group structure on Λ(R) by setting, for x,y ∈ Λ(R),

x∗y = x+y+
1
2
[x,y]+

1
12

[[x,y],y]+ · · · ,
x−1 =−x;

see [24, Chapter 9.2]. The group (Λ(R),∗) is nilpotent of class c. In co-ordinates
with respect to the R-basis (x1⊗1, . . . ,xh⊗1) for Λ(R), the group operations are
given by polynomials over O which are independent of R. This defines a unipo-
tent group scheme GΛ over O, isomorphic as a scheme to affine h-space over O,
representing the group functor

R �−→ (Λ(R),∗).

The group GΛ(O) is a T -group of nilpotency class c and Hirsch length
h(GΛ(O)) = rkZ(O)h = [K : Q]h. If R is a finitely generated pro-p ring, such
as Op, the group GΛ(R) is a finitely generated class-c-nilpotent pro-p group.

Remark 2.4. Let G be a T -group of nilpotency class c. It is well-known that
there exists a Q-Lie algebra LG(Q) of Q-dimension h(G), and an injective map-
ping log :G→LG(Q) such that log(G) spans LG(Q) overQ; cf., for instance, [38,
Chapter 6]. It is further known that there exists a subgroup H of G of finite index
such that log(H) is a Z-Lie lattice inside LG(Q) and log(H)′ ⊆ c! log(H). Thus H
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may be recovered as the group of Z-points of the group scheme defined by log(H),
and it makes sense to study the O-points of this group scheme for extensions O
of Z; cf. Remark 2.12 and [18, Sections 1 and 5]. In particular, for all p which do
not divide the index |G : H|, we have that ζG,p(s) = ζH,p(s).

We close this section with a simple lemma which we will need in later com-
putations with coordinates. Let Z(Λ) = {x ∈ Λ | [x,Λ] = 0} be the center of Λ.
Let R be either O or o, and let M be a finitely generated R-module, and N an
R-submodule of M . We write ι(N) for the isolator of N in M , that is the smallest
submodule L of M containing N such that M/L is torsion-free. We say that N
is isolated in M if ι(N) = N , that is if M/N is torsion-free. Note that if M is
torsion-free then N is isolated in M if and only if N is a pure submodule of M .

LEMMA 2.5. The center Z(Λ) is isolated in Λ. Moreover, suppose that M is a
free O-module of finite rank and N an isolated submodule of M . Then there exists
a free finite index submodule N0 of N and a free finite index submodule M0 of M
containing N0 such that there exists a basis for N0 which can be extended to a
basis for M0.

Proof. Let x∈Λ. If x+Z(Λ)∈Λ/Z(Λ) is torsion then there exists a non-zero
element a ∈ O such that ax ∈ Z(Λ). This implies that [ax,Λ] = a[x,Λ] = 0, but
since Λ is torsion-free, this means that [x,Λ] = 0, that is, x ∈ Z(Λ). We now prove
the second claim. Note that, ifO is a principal ideal domain, the claim follows in a
straightforward way from the structure theory of modules over such rings. In gen-
eral, we use well-known facts from the structure theory of finitely generated mod-
ules over Dedekind domains; see, for instance, [11, Chapter 10.6]. Since torsion-
free modules over a Dedekind domain are projective [11, Proposition 10.6.6], the
short exact sequence

0−→N −→M −→M/N −→ 0

splits, and so M ∼= N ⊕M/N . By [11, Theorem 10.6.11] there exist non-zero
ideals I1 and I2 of O such that N ∼= Or−1⊕ I1 and M/N ∼= Os−1⊕ I2, where r

and s are the K-ranks of N and M/N , respectively. The K-rank of M is then
r+ s and M ∼=Or+s. Thus Or+s ∼=Or−1⊕ I1⊕Os−1⊕ I2

∼=Or+s−2⊕ I1⊕ I2
∼=

Or+s−1⊕ I1I2, where for the last isomorphism we have used [11, (10.6.8)]. In-
voking [11, Theorem 10.6.11] again yields that O ∼= I1I2, so in particular I1I2 is a
free O-module which is contained in both I1 and I2. Hence Or−1⊕ I1I2 is a free
submodule of N and Os−1⊕ I1I2 is a free submodule of M/N . Let

N0 :=Or−1⊕ I1I2 and M0 :=N0⊕ (Os−1⊕ I1I2).

Then N/N0
∼= I1/I1I2 and M/M0

∼= N/N0 ⊕ I2/I1I2 are finite as sets because
every non-zero ideal of O is of finite index. Any basis of N0 can obviously be
extended to M0, and the lemma is proved. �
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2.2. Kirillov orbit method, Poincaré series and p-adic integration. Let
Λ be a nilpotent O-Lie lattice such that Λ′ ⊆ c!Λ, and let G = GΛ be the unipotent
group scheme over O associated to Λ as in Section 2.1.2. Our aim in the current
section is to provide tools to study and compute the local factors ζG(Op)(s).

2.2.1. Kirillov orbit method. A key technical tool in our analysis is the
Kirillov orbit method for groups of the form G(Op). Where it is applicable, it
provides a way to construct the irreducible representations of a group in terms of
co-adjoint orbits. For the class of T -groups, this method was pioneered by Howe
in [19]. A treatment of the Kirillov orbit method for pro-p groups can be found
in [17].

We now fix a non-zero prime ideal p ofO and write o=Op. Consider the o-Lie
lattice g := Λ(o) = Λ⊗O o, and its Pontryagin dual ĝ = Homcont

Z
(g,C×). For any

ψ ∈ ĝ we have an associated alternating bi-additive form

Bψ : g×g−→ C×, (x,y) �−→ ψ([x,y]).

The form Bψ clearly only depends on the restriction of ψ to g′, and if ϕ ∈ ĝ′ we
simply write Bϕ for Bϕ̃, where ϕ̃ is any element in ĝ such that ϕ̃|g′ = ϕ. The
radical of the form Bψ is Rad(Bψ) := {x ∈ g | ∀y ∈ g : Bψ(x,y) = 1} = {x ∈ g |
ψ([x,g]) = 1}. The following is a refinement of [43, Corollary 3.1].

THEOREM 2.6. If p is odd or p= 2 and c≥ 4, we have

ζG(o)(s) =
∑
ψ∈ĝ′
|g : Rad(Bψ)|−s/2|g : gψ,2|−1,(2.4)

where gψ,2 = {x ∈ g | ψ([x,g′]) = 1}.
Proof. Assume first that p > c. The pro-p group G(o) is then saturable and

there exists a Kirillov correspondence between the finite co-adjoint orbits in the
dual of the Lie algebra g and the continuous irreducible representations of G(o);
cf. [17, Theorem 4.4].

Assume now that p ≤ c. The condition Λ′ ⊆ c!Λ implies that g′ ⊆ c!g ⊆ pg.
Furthermore, if c≥ 4 the condition implies that g′ ⊆ 4g. Applying the exponential
map we obtain G(o)′ ⊆ G(o)p and, if c ≥ 4, G(o)′ ⊆ G(o)4. Thus, if p is odd or
if p = 2 and c ≥ 4, we have that G(o) is a uniform pro-p group. For such groups
there is again a Kirillov correspondence between the finite co-adjoint orbits in the
dual of the Lie algebra g and the continuous irreducible representations of G(o);
cf. [22, Section 2].

Moreover, if Ω⊂ ĝ is a finite co-adjoint orbit and ψ ∈Ω then the dimension of
the corresponding representation π(Ω) is given by

dim(π(Ω)) = |Ω|1/2 = |G(o) : StabG(o)(ψ)|1/2 = |g : Rad(Bψ)|1/2.
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The representation π(Ω) is obtained by inducing to G(o) the restriction of ψ to a
finite-index subgroup of G(o). It follows that the twist-isoclass of the representa-
tion π(Ω) determines and is determined by the multiset of restrictions of the ele-
ments of Ω to g′. The number of distinct restrictions to g′ in the orbit Ω containing
ψ is |g : gψ,2|. �

2.2.2. Poincaré series. In order to effectively compute the generating func-
tion (2.4) we express it in terms of Poincaré series. To this end, we compute its
terms in explicit coordinates. Write z for the center of g. By Lemma 2.5, z is iso-
lated, that is, z= ι(z). Recall that h= rko(g) and set, in addition,

d= rko(g
′), k = rko(ι(g

′)/ι(g′ ∩ z)) = rko(ι(g
′+ z)/z),

r−k = rko(g/ι(g
′+ z)),

so that r = rko(g/z). Note that the nilpotency class c of g is at most 2 if and only
if k= 0. We choose a uniformizer π of o, write for the natural surjection g �→ g/z,
and choose an o-basis

e = (e1, . . . ,er−k,er−k+1, . . . ,er︸ ︷︷ ︸
ι(g′+z)

,

z︷ ︸︸ ︷
er+1, . . . ,er−k+d︸ ︷︷ ︸

ι(g′∩z)

,er−k+d+1, . . . ,eh)(2.5)

for g, as well as nonnegative integers b1, . . . , bd, such that the following hold:

z= 〈er+1, . . . ,eh〉o
g′+ z= 〈πb1er−k+1, . . . ,πbker〉o ι(g′+ z) = 〈er−k+1, . . . ,er〉o
g′ ∩ z= 〈πbk+1er+1, . . . ,π

bder−k+d〉o ι(g′ ∩ z) = 〈er+1, . . . ,er−k+d〉o.
The existence of such integers is a consequence of the elementary divisor theorem.
We choose an o-basis f = (f1, . . . ,fd) for g′ such that

(f1, . . . ,fk) = (πb1er−k+1, . . . ,πbker),

(fk+1, . . . ,fd) = (πbk+1er+1, . . . ,π
bder−k+d).

The structure constants λlij ∈ o for g, where i,j ∈ [r] and l ∈ [d], with respect to

these bases are defined by [ei,ej ] =
∑d

l=1λ
l
ijfl and are encoded in the commutator

matrix

R(Y) =

(
d∑
l=1

λlijYl

)
ij

∈Matr(o[Y]).

We define the submatrix

S(Y) = (R(Y)ij)i∈[r], j∈{r−k+1,...,r} ∈Matr×k(o[Y]),
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comprising the last k columns of R(Y). As in [3, Lemma 2.4], we write

ĝ′ ∼=
⋃
N∈N0

IrrN (g
′),

with IrrN (g′) = ̂g′/pNg′ ∼= Homo(g
′,o/pN )∗. Let N ∈ N0. We say that w ∈

Homo(g
′,o)∗ is a representative of ψ ∈ IrrN (g′) if ψ is the image of w under the

natural surjection Homo(g
′,o)∗ → Homo(g

′,o/pN )∗. The o-basis e yields a co-
ordinate system g= g/z∼= or,z �→ z = (z1, . . . ,zr). The dual basis f∨, on the other
hand, gives a co-ordinate system Homo(g

′,o)∗ ∼= (od)∗,w �→ w = (w1, . . . ,wd).
The following is proved in a way similar to [3, Lemma 3.3], and generalizes the
analysis in [43, Section 3.4].

LEMMA 2.7. Let w ∈ Homo(g
′,o)∗ and N ∈ N0. Consider the element ψ ∈

IrrN (g′) represented by w. Then, for every z ∈ g/z, we have

z ∈ Rad(Bψ)⇐⇒ z ·R(w)≡ 0 modpN and

z ∈ gψ,2⇐⇒ z · S(w) ·diag(πb1 , . . . ,πbk)≡ 0 modpN .

We say that a matrix S ∈ Matr×k(o) has (elementary divisor) type c =

(c1, . . . , ck) ∈ (N0 ∪{∞})k—written ν̃(S) = c—if S is equivalent by elementary
row and column operations to the r×k-matrix

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
πc1

. . .
πck

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

where 0 ≤ c1 ≤ ·· · ≤ ck. This is a variant of the definition of the type ν(R) of an
antisymmetric matrix R∈Matr(o) given in [3, Section 3.1]. By definition, we have
ν(R) = (a1, . . . ,a�r/2�) ∈ (N0∪{∞})�r/2�, where 0≤ a1 ≤ ·· · ≤ a�r/2� if

ν̃(R) =

{
(a1,a1, a2,a2, . . . ,ar/2,ar/2) if r is even,

(a1,a1, a2,a2, . . . ,a(r−1)/2,a(r−1)/2,∞) if r is odd.

The definition of ν takes into account the fact that the elementary divisors of an
antisymmetric matrix of even size come in pairs. Analogously to [3, Lemma 3.4]
we have the following:

LEMMA 2.8. Let w ∈ Homo(g
′,o)∗ and N ∈ N0. Consider the element

ψ ∈ IrrN (g′) represented by w. Let a := (a1, . . . ,a�r/2�) = ν(R(w)) and
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c := (c1, . . . , ck) = ν̃(S(w) ·diag(πb1 , . . . ,πbk)). Then

|g : Rad(Bψ)|= q2
∑�r/2�
i=1 (N−min{ai,N}) and

|g : gψ,2|= q
∑k
i=1(N−min{ci,N}).

Let N ∈N0. Given an antisymmetric matrix R ∈Matr(o/pN ), we set ν(R) :=
(min{ai,N})i∈[�r/2�] ∈ ([N ]0)

�r/2�, where a = ν(R) is the type of any lift R of R
under the natural surjection Matr(o)→Matr(o/pN ). Given S ∈ Matr×k(o/pN ),
the vector ν̃(S) ∈ ([N ]0)

k is defined similarly. We set WN (o) :=
(
(o/pN )d

)∗
.

Given N ∈ N0, a ∈ N�r/2�
0 , c ∈Nk0 , we set

N o
N,a,c := #

{
y∈WN (o) | ν

(R(y))=a, ν̃
(S(y) ·diag

(
πb1 , . . . ,πbk

))
=c

}
.(2.6)

In analogy with [3, Proposition 3.1] we have the following:

PROPOSITION 2.9. If p is odd or if p= 2 and c≥ 4, then

ζG(o)(s) =
∑
N∈N0,

a∈N�r/2�
0 , c∈Nk0

N o
N,a,cq

−∑�r/2�
i=1 (N−ai)s−

∑k
i=1(N−ci) =: PR,S,o(s).(2.7)

COROLLARY 2.10. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 2.9 the zeta function
ζG(o)(s) is a power series in q−s, that is the degrees of continuous irreducible
complex representations of G(o) are powers of q.

It is interesting to ask whether the conclusion of Corollary 2.10 holds without
the hypothesis of Proposition 2.9.

2.2.3. p-Adic integration. As explained in [43, Section 2.2], we can ex-
press the Poincaré series PR,S,o(s) defined in (2.7) in terms of a p-adic integral.
We define

Zo(ρ,σ,τ) :=
∫
(x,y)∈p×W (o)

|x|τp
u∏
j=1

‖Fj(y)∪Fj−1(y)x2‖ρp
‖Fj−1(y)‖ρp

×
v∏
l=1

‖Gl(y)∪Gl−1(y)x‖σp
‖Gl−1(y)‖σp

dμ(x,y),

(2.8)

where W (o) = (od)∗, the additive Haar measure μ on od+1 is normalized so that
μ(od+1) = 1, and

2u= max
{

rkFrac(o)(R(z)) | z ∈ od
}
,

v = max
{

rkFrac(o)(S(z)) | z ∈ od
}
,
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Fj(Y) =
{
f | f = f(Y) a principal 2j×2j minor ofR(Y)

}
,

Gl(Y) =
{
g | g = g(Y) an l× l minor of S(Y) ·diag(πb1 , . . . ,πbk)

}
,

‖H(X,Y)‖p = max
{|h(X,Y)|p | h ∈H

}
for a finite set H ⊂ o[X,Y].

As in [43, Section 2.2] one shows that

PR,S,o(s) = 1+(1− q−1)−1Zo(−s/2,−1,us+ v−d−1).

This yields the following corollary to Proposition 2.9.

COROLLARY 2.11. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 2.9 we have

ζG(o)(s) = 1+(1− q−1)−1Zo(−s/2,−1,us+ v−d−1).

In particular, the zeta function ζG(o)(s) is a rational function in q−s.

Indeed, the rationality in q−s of integrals like (2.8) is a well known fact in the
theory of p-adic integration; cf., for instance, [12].

2.3. Proof of Theorem A. We now return to the global setup of Theo-
rem A. Recall that G = GΛ is a unipotent group scheme, defined by a nilpotent
O-Lie lattice Λ of nilpotency class c, where O = OK is the ring of integers of a
number field K. For a finite extension L of K , with ring of integers OL, we wish
to describe the zeta function of the T -group G(OL). By Proposition 2.2 we have

ζG(OL)(s) =
∏
P

ζG(OL,P)(s),(2.9)

where the product ranges over the non-zero prime ideals of OL. For such a prime
ideal P of OL, dividing the prime ideal p of O, we write O for the local ring OL,P
and o for OK,p. Further we write f = f(O,o) for the relative degree of inertia. We
continue to write q for the residue field cardinality of o, and p for its residue field
characteristic, so that |O/P|= qf .

Assume that p is odd or that p= 2 and c≥ 4. The p-adic formalism developed
in Sections 2.2 is applicable to the factor ζG(O)(s) in (2.9). Two facts are key to
proving Theorem A: Firstly, we observe that the polynomials occurring in the in-
tegrand of the p-adic integral (2.8) are defined over O, so that effectively only the
domain of integration depends on O. Secondly, we exploit that there is, as we shall
explain, a uniform formula for (2.8) in which only the residue field of O enters.

A priori, the O-bases e and f defined in Section 2.2.2—and thus the matrices
R(Y) and S(Y) and the data b = (b1, . . . , bd)—are defined only locally. As we
do not assume that O or OL are principal ideal domains, we may not hope for
a global analogue of the construction of the bases e and f. Instead, we choose
an O-basis f = (er−k+1, . . . ,er−k+d) for a free finite index O-submodule of the O-
isolator ι(Λ′(O)), and extend it to anO-basis e for a free finite indexO-submodule
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of Λ(O); cf. Lemma 2.5. Provided p does not divide the index of the latter in Λ(O),
we may use this basis e to obtain an O-basis for Λ(O) in the analysis of Section 2.2,
with b= (0, . . . ,0). This ensures that the polynomials occurring in (2.8) are defined
overO. Theorem A now follows formally by the arguments given in [3, Section 4],
as the integral (2.8) can be expressed in terms of an integral of the form [3, Equation
(4.1)].

2.4. Nilpotency class 2. In nilpotency class 2, many of the constructions
given in the previous sections can be made more directly, allowing us to deduce
slightly stronger results. While some of these modifications will be known to the
experts, we record them here for completeness. Throughout this section, let Λ be a
class-2-nilpotent O-Lie lattice, with rkO(Λ) = h, say. Note that we do not assume
that Λ′ ⊆ 2Λ here.

2.4.1. We start by constructing a group scheme GΛ associated to Λ, which
coincides with the group scheme defined in Section 2.1.2 if Λ′ ⊆ 2Λ. We fix an
O-basis (x1, . . . ,xh) for Λ. Let R be an O-algebra and consider Λ(R) = Λ⊗O R.
We also write (x1, . . . ,xh) for the R-basis (x1⊗1, . . . ,xh⊗1) for Λ(R).

Any element g ∈ Λ(R) can be expressed uniquely as g =
∑h

i=1aixi, for some
a = (a1, . . . ,ah) ∈ Rh. Adopting multiplicative notation, we identify g with the
formal monomial xa = xa1

1 · · ·xahh , and define a group multiplication ∗ on the set of
all such monomials by defining group commutators via the Lie bracket on Λ(R).
More precisely, we define, for 1≤ i < j ≤ r and ai,aj ∈R,

xaii ∗x
aj
j = xaii x

aj
j , x

aj
j ∗xaii = xaii x

aj
j xaiajλij ,

where λij = (λ1
ij , . . . ,λ

h
ij) ∈ Oh is defined via the identity [xi,xj ] =

∑h
k=1λ

k
ijxk

in Λ(R). Extending this to the set of all monomials in the obvious way, we obtain
polynomials Mi(X1, . . . ,Xh, X̃1, . . . , X̃h), for i= 1, . . . ,h, over O such that

xa ∗xa′ = xa+a′+(Mi(a,a′))i .

Similarly, there are polynomials Ii(X1, . . . ,Xh), for i= 1, . . . ,h, over O such that

(xa)−1 = x−a+(Ii(a))i .

This defines a unipotent group scheme GΛ over O, isomorphic as a scheme to
affine h-space over O, representing the group functor

R �−→ ({xa | a ∈Rh},∗).

Note that when c= 2 and Λ′ ⊆ 2Λ, the group scheme GΛ is isomorphic to the one
constructed in Section 2.1.2 by means of the Hausdorff series.
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Remark 2.12. The construction sketched here mirrors, of course, the classical
construction of a unipotent group scheme G over Z associated to a T -group G of
nilpotency class 2 by means of a Mal’cev-basis. This allows one to recover G as
G(Z) and to define the group GR := G(R), for any Z-module R; cf. [18, Sections
1 and 5]. The point of view taken in the present paper allows us to study group
schemes defined over proper extensions of Z.

2.4.2. The main results in Section 2.2 all assume that p is odd or that p = 2
and c≥ 4. In the current section we formulate a Kirillov orbit formalism for group
schemes of nilpotency class 2 which is valid for all primes p, without restriction.
We indicate how the analysis of Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 simplifies in this case.
Note that the proof of Theorem A may still require the exclusion of finitely many
places.

Let (x1, . . . ,xh) be an O-basis for Λ, and let G = GΛ be the group scheme
defined in Section 2.4.1. For any O-algebra R, we have G(R) = {xa | a ∈ Rh},
and an obvious bijection

λR : G(R)−→ Λ(R), xa �−→
h∑
i=1

aixi.

We now assume that R= o, a compact discrete valuation ring of characteristic
zero, and write λ for λo. We further write g for the o-Lie lattice Λ(o), and ĝ for its
Pontryagin dual Homcts

Z
(g,C×). For any ψ ∈ ĝ we consider the form

Bψ : g×g−→ C×, (x,y) �−→ ψ([x,y])

with radical Rad(Bψ) := {x ∈ g | ∀y ∈ g : Bψ(x,y) = 1}. For g ∈G(o) and x ∈ g,
we define the co-adjoint action G(o)× ĝ �→ ĝ by (g,ψ) �→ ad∗(g)ψ, where ad∗(g)ψ
is the map given by

x �−→ ψ(x+[λ(g),x]).

Let Stab(ψ) denote the stabilizer in G(o) of ψ under the co-adjoint action, and
write Ω(ψ) for the co-adjoint orbit of ψ.

LEMMA 2.13. For any ψ ∈ ĝ, the group Stab(ψ) contains Z(G(o)), and

Stab(ψ) = λ−1(Rad(Bψ)).

In particular,

|Ω(ψ)|= |G(o) : Stab(ψ)| = |g : Rad(Bψ)|< ∞.(2.10)
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Proof. We have

Stab(ψ) = {g ∈G(o) | ∀x ∈ g : ψ(x+[λ(g),x]) = ψ(x)}
= {g ∈G(o) | ∀x ∈ g : ψ([λ(g),x]) = 1}
= λ−1(Rad(Bψ)).

This proves the first two assertions. The claims regarding the orbit size follow from
the orbit stabilizer theorem and the fact that ψ is continuous. �

A key role in the Kirillov orbit method is played by polarizing subalgebras for
characters ψ ∈ ĝ, that is subalgebras P of g with the property that Bψ|P×P = 1,
and which are maximal with respect to this property.

LEMMA 2.14. Let ψ ∈ ĝ. Then there exists a polarizing subalgebra for ψ.

Proof. There exists n ∈ N and a homomorphism ψ : Λ(o/pn)→ C
× such that

ψ factors through ψ via the natural surjection pn : g→Λ(o/pn), that is ψ= ψ ◦pn.
Thus the form Bψ factors through the form

Bψ : Λ(o/pn)×Λ(o/pn)−→ C×, (x,y) �−→ ψ([x,y]).

Let Pψ be a polarising subalgebra for ψ in Λ(o/pn); see, for instance, [19,

Lemma 4]. Clearly Pψ := p−1
n (Pψ) has the desired properties. �

LEMMA 2.15. Let P ⊆ g be an o-subalgebra. Let ψ ∈ ĝ be such that ψ(P ′) =
1. Then H := λ−1(P ) is a subgroup of G(o) and the restriction ψ ◦λ|H is a 1-
dimensional representation of H .

Proof. Let h1 = xa1 and h2 = xa2 ∈H . It is easy to check that

h1h2 = xa1 xa2 = xa1+a2+u,

for some u ∈ oh such that xu ∈H ′. Clearly u ∈ P ′, and so

λ(h1h2) = a1 +a2 +u ∈ P,(2.11)

and hence h1h2 ∈H . Similarly, given h= xa ∈H , we have

h−1 = (xa)−1 = x−a+v,

for some v ∈ oh such that yv ∈H ′. Then v ∈ P ′, and so

λ(h−1) =−a+v ∈ P.
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Thus h−1 ∈ H , and so H is a subgroup of G(o). Using (2.11) and the fact that
ψ(P ′) = 1, we obtain

ψ(λ(h1h2)) = ψ(a1 +a2 +u) = ψ(a1)ψ(a2) = ψ(λ(h1))ψ(λ(h2)),

so ψ ◦λ|H is a homomorphism of H , as asserted. �

For every ψ ∈ ĝ, we choose a polarizing subalgebra Pψ for ψ in g; cf.
Lemma 2.14. Lemma 2.15 asserts that Hψ := λ−1(Pψ) is a subgroup of G(o), and
that ψ◦λ|Hψ is a 1-dimensional representation of Hψ. We define the representation

π(ψ) = IndG(o)
Hψ

(ψ ◦λ|Hψ).

Recall that Irr(G(o)) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of continuous, irre-
ducible complex representations of G(o). The following result establishes a Kir-
illov orbit method for the group G(o).

PROPOSITION 2.16. For every ψ ∈ ĝ the representation π(ψ) is irreducible, of
dimension |Ω(ψ)|1/2, and all representations in Irr(G(o)) arise in this way. Given
ϕ,ψ ∈ ĝ, the representations π(ϕ) and π(ψ) are isomorphic if and only if Ω(ϕ) =
Ω(ψ). They are twist-equivalent if and only if ϕ|g′ = ψ|g′ .

Proof. The character χπ(ψ) of the representation π(ψ) is given by

χπ(ψ)(g) = |Ω(ψ)|−1/2
∑

ω∈Ω(ψ)

ω(λ(g)), for g ∈G(o);

see, for instance, [23, Proposition 1], with log replaced by λ. This character formula
immediately shows that the isomorphism class of π(ψ) only depends on Ω(ψ),
that π(ψ) is irreducible, and that 〈π(ϕ),π(ψ)〉 = 0 if Ω(ϕ) �= Ω(ψ). With (2.10)
it also implies that dimπ(ψ) = |Ω(ψ)|1/2 = |g : Rad(Bψ)|1/2. For n ∈ N0, the set
of continuous additive characters of g which factor through Λ(o/pn) is a union of
co-adjoint orbits. The representations of G(o) associated to these orbits all factor
through the finite group G(o/pn), of order qnh= |Λ(o/pn)|. But qnh is also the sum
of the squares of the dimensions of the irreducible representations of G(o/pn), so
every irreducible representation of G(o/pn) must be of the form π(ψ), for some ψ.

Finally, let χ be a continuous 1-dimensional representation of G(o). We have

χ⊗π(ψ) = IndG(o)
Hψ

(
χ|Hψ ⊗ (ψ ◦λ|Hψ)

)
.(2.12)

Since G(o)′ ≤Hψ, this implies that two representations π(ϕ) and π(ψ) are twist-
equivalent if and only if ϕ|g′ = ψ|g′ . �

We record the following immediate consequence of Proposition 2.16.
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COROLLARY 2.17. We have

ζG(o)(s) =
∑
ψ∈ĝ′
|g : Rad(Bψ)|−s/2.

We note that, in contrast to Theorem 2.6, the formula given in Corollary 2.17
is valid for all primes p, and is somewhat simpler than (2.4). The formalism de-
veloped in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 applies, without the assumption that p > 2,
and simplifies as follows. We have k = 0, as g′ ≤ z, so the matrix S makes no ap-
pearance. In analogy with the number N o

N,a,c defined in (2.6), we therefore set, for

N ∈N0, a ∈N�r/2�
0 ,

N o
N,a := #{y ∈WN (o) | ν(R(y)) = a} .

The class-2-analogue of Proposition 2.9 is the following:

PROPOSITION 2.18. We have

ζG(o)(s) =
∑

N∈N0,a∈N�r/2�
0

N o
N,aq

−∑�r/2�
i=1 (N−ai)s =: PR,o(s).(2.13)

The Poincaré series PR,o(s) may be expressed in terms of the p-adic inte-
gral (2.8), simplified by the fact that v = 0. The following is analogous to Corol-
lary 2.11.

COROLLARY 2.19. The zeta function ζG(o)(s) is a rational function in q−s.

In the next section we compute the Poincaré series PR,o(s) directly for groups
of type F , G and H , bypassing the need to evaluate p-adic integrals like (2.8).

3. Proof of Theorem C. Recall that n ∈ N and δ ∈ {0,1}. Let Λ ∈
{Fn,δ,Gn,Hn} be one of the Lie rings defined in Definition 1.2, and G = GΛ ∈
{Fn,δ,Gn,Hn} the associated group scheme. As before, given a number field K

with ring of integers O, and a non-zero prime ideal p of O, we write o=Op for the
completion of O at p, and q for the residue field cardinality |o/p|. We write g for
Λ(o) and set r= rko(g/g′), d= rko(g′), in accordance with the notation introduced
in Section 2.2.2. Note that, in all three cases, we have n = �r/2�. We are looking
to compute the zeta function ζG(o)(s). By Proposition 2.18 it suffices to study the
Poincaré series PR,o(s) associated to the commutator matrix R(Y) = RΛ(Y) of
the relevant Lie lattice with respect to the Z-bases given in the presentations in
Definition 1.2. These are as follows:
• RFn,δ(Y) is the generic antisymmetric (2n+δ)×(2n+δ)-matrix in the vari-

ables Yij , 1≤ i < j ≤ 2n+ δ. We have r = 2n+ δ and d=
(2n+δ

2

)
.

• RGn(Y) =
(

M(Yij)

−M(Yij)
t

)
, where M(Yij) is the generic n×n-matrix in the

variables Yij , 1≤ i,j ≤ n. We have r = 2n and d= n2.
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• RHn(Y) =
(

S(Yij)
−S(Yij)

)
, where S(Yij) is the generic symmetric n×n-

matrix in the variables Yij , 1≤ i≤ j ≤ n. We have r = 2n and d=
(n+1

2

)
.

It is advantageous to re-organize the respective series PR,o(s) in the following
way. Let I = {i1, . . . , il}< ⊆ [n− 1]0, and recall that, for j ∈ [n]0, we write μj =

ij+1−ij , with i0 = 0 and il+1 =n. For rI = (ri1 , . . . ,ril)∈NI , we set N =
∑

i∈I ri,
WN (o) =

(
(o/pN )d

)∗
and define

No
I,rI (G) := {w ∈WN (o) | ν(RΛ(w))

= (0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
μl

,ril , . . . ,ril︸ ︷︷ ︸
μl−1

,ril+ril−1, . . . ,ril+ril−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
μl−2

, . . . ,N, . . . ,N︸ ︷︷ ︸
μ0

)∈N�r/2�
0 }.

Note that WN (o) is partitioned by such sets. In particular, for every w ∈WN (o)

the type ν(RΛ(w)) always contains at least one zero, asRΛ(w) �≡ 0 mod p.
We can now rewrite (2.13) as

ζG(o)(s) = PR,o(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

∑
rI∈NI

|No
I,rI (G)|q−s

∑
i∈I ri(n−i).(3.1)

We prove Theorem C by computing the quantities |No
I,rI (G)| explicitly in the

three cases; see Proposition 3.4. We start with a few preliminary definitions and
a lemma. Given j ∈ N and a ring R, we denote by Altj(R) and Symj(R) the
antisymmetric and symmetric matrices in Matj(R), respectively. Let i ∈ [n]0, and
define

Alt2n+δ,2(n−i)(Fq) = {x ∈ Alt2n+δ(Fq) | rk(x) = 2(n− i)},
Matn,n−i(Fq) = {x ∈Matn(Fq) | rk(x) = n− i},
Symn,n−i(Fq) = {x ∈ Symn(Fq) | rk(x) = n− i}.

LEMMA 3.1. For i ∈ [n]0 we have

|Alt2n+δ,2(n−i)(Fq)|=
(
n

i

)
q−2

(q−2(i+δ)−1;q−2)n−i · q(
2n+δ

2 )−(2i+δ
2 ),(3.2)

|Matn,n−i(Fq)|=
(
n

i

)
q−1

(q−i−1;q−1)n−i · qn2−i2 ,(3.3)

|Symn,n−i(Fq)|= (q−2;q−2)−1
�(n−i)/2�(q

−i−1;q−1)n−i · q(
n+1

2 )−(i+1
2 ).(3.4)

Proof. These are all well-known; see, for instance, [9, Section 7] for (3.2), [27,
Proposition 3.1] for (3.3) and [21, Lemma 10.3.1] for (3.4). �
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Definition 3.2. For I = {i1, . . . , il}< ⊆ [n−1]0 set

fFn,δ,I(X) =

(
n

I

)
X2

(X2(i1+δ)+1;X2)n−i1 ,(3.5)

fGn,I(X) =

(
n

I

)
X

(Xi1+1;X)n−i1 ,(3.6)

fHn,I(X) =

⎛
⎝ l∏
j=1

(X2;X2)−1
�μj/2�

⎞
⎠(Xi1+1;X)n−i1 .

Remark 3.3. We note that comparison with Lemma 3.1 shows that the poly-
nomials fG,{i}(X), where G ∈ {Fn,δ,Gn,Hn} and i ∈ [n− 1]0, give, in effect,
the Poincaré polynomials of the determinantal varieties of (symmetric or antisym-
metric) matrices of given rank. In Proposition 4.6 we give an interpretation of the
polynomials fFn,δ,I(X) and fGn,I(X) in terms of generating functions over de-
scent classes in Weyl groups of type B. In Conjecture 1.6 we record a conjectural
formula of this type for the polynomials fHn,I(X).

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let I ⊆ [n−1]0 and rI ∈ NI . Then we have

|No
I,rI (Fn,δ)|= fFn,δ,I(q

−1)q
∑
i∈I ri((

2n+δ
2 )−(2i+δ

2 )),(3.7)

|No
I,rI (Gn)|= fGn,I(q

−1)q
∑
i∈I ri(n2−i2),(3.8)

|No
I,rI (Hn)|= fHn,I(q

−1)q
∑
i∈I ri((

n+1
2 )−(i+1

2 )).(3.9)

Proof. We write ρil : No
I,rI

(G)→Wril
(o) for the map given by reduction of

entries modulo qril . We first prove (3.7). There are

∣∣Alt2n+δ,2(n−il)(Fq)
∣∣q(ril−1)((2n+δ

2 )−(2il+δ
2 ))

elements in ρil(N
o
I,rI (Fn,δ)). Each such element has

q

(∑
i∈I,i<il ri

)(
(2n+δ

2 )−(2il+δ
2 )

)
|No
I\{il},rI\{il}(Fil,δ)|

lifts to an element in No
I,rI (Fn,δ). By (3.2) we thus get

|No
I,rI (Fn,δ)|= |Alt2n+δ,2(n−il)(Fq)|q

(N−1)
(
(2n+δ

2 )−(2il+δ
2 )

)
|No
I\{il},rI\{il}

(Fil,δ)|

=

(
n

il

)
q−2

(q−2(il+δ)−1;q−2)n−ilq
N
(
(2n+δ

2 )−(2il+δ
2 )

)
|No
I\{il},rI\{il}

(Fil,δ)|.
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Working recursively in this way, we obtain

|No
I,rI (Fn,δ)|

=

l∏
j=1

(
ij+1

ij

)
q−2

(q−2(ij+δ)−1;q−2)ij+1−ij · q
(∑

i∈I,i≤ij ri
)(
(2ij+1+δ

2 )−(2ij+δ
2 )

)

=

(
n

I

)
q−2

(q−2(i1+δ)−1;q−2)n−i1 · q
∑
i∈I ri((

2n+δ
2 )−(2i+δ

2 )).

Next we prove (3.8). There are |Matn,n−il(Fq)|q(ril−1)(n2−i2l ) elements in the
set ρil(N

o
I,rI (Gn)). Each such element has

q

(∑
i∈I,i<il ri

)
(n2−i2l)|No

I\{il},rI\{il}
(Gil)|

lifts to an element in No
I,rI (Gn). By (3.3) we thus get

|No
I,rI (Gn)|= |Matn,n−il(Fq)|q(N−1)(n2−i2l )|No

I\{il},rI\{il}
(Gil)|

=

(
n

il

)
q−1

(q−il−1;q−1)n−ilq
N(n2−i2l )|No

I\{il},rI\{il}
(Gil)|.

Working recursively in this way, we obtain

|No
I,rI (Gn)|=

l∏
j=1

(
ij+1

ij

)
q−1

(q−ij−1;q−1)ij+1−ij · q
(∑

i∈I,i≤ij ri
)
(i2j+1−i2j)

=

(
n

I

)
q−1

(q−i1−1;q−1)n−i1 · q
∑
i∈I ri(n2−i2).

Finally we prove (3.9). There are |Symn,n−il(Fq)|q(ril−1)((n+1
2 )−(il+1

2 )) ele-
ments in ρil(N

o
I,rI (Hn)). Each such element has

q

(∑
i∈I,i<il ri

)
((n+1

2 )−(il+1
2 ))|No

I\{il},rI\{il}
(Hil)|

lifts to an element in No
I,rI (Hn). By (3.4) we thus get

|No
I,rI (Hn)|
= |Symn,n−il(Fq)|q(N−1)((n+1

2 )−(il+1
2 ))|No

I\{il},rI\{il}
(Hil)|

= (q−2;q−2)−1
�(n−il)/2�(q

−il−1;q−1)n−ilq
N((n+1

2 )−(il+1
2 ))|No

I\{il},rI\{il}
(Hil)|.
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Working recursively in this way, we obtain

|No
I,rI (Hn)|=

l∏
j=1

(q−2;q−2)−1
�μj/2�(q

−ij−1;q−1)ij+1−ij · q
(∑

i≤ij ri
)(
(ij+1+1

2 )−(ij+1
2 )

)

=

⎛
⎝ l∏
j=1

(q−2;q−2)−1
�μj/2�

⎞
⎠(q−i1−1;q−1)n−i1 · q

∑
i∈I ri((

n+1
2 )−(i+1

2 )),

and the proposition is proved. �

Remark 3.5. An alternative approach to the proof of Proposition 3.4 is
to observe that suitable groups act on the sets No

I,rI (G)—viewed as subsets

of Matr(o/pN )—with few orbits. For example, the group GL2n+δ(o) acts
transitively on each of the sets No

I,rI (Fn,δ), viewed as sets of antisymmetric
(2n + δ) × (2n + δ)-matrices, via simultaneous row- and column-operations,
that is via the action (g,x) �→ gxgt, reducing the computations of the numbers
|No
I,rI (Fn,δ)| to stabilizer computations. A similar argument works for the groups

of type G. For groups of type H , however, this approach leads one to consider
equivalence classes of quadratic forms over compact discrete valuation rings of
characteristic zero. This is straightforward if the residue field characteristic is odd,
but much more complicated if p = 2, obscuring the fact that the resulting for-
mula (3.9) holds uniformly for all p. A similar phenomenon seems to occur in the
computation of the integral (6.3) over the relative invariant of the prehomogeneous
vector space of symmetric matrices; cf. the remark on the bottom of p. 177 in [21].

We now finish the proof of Theorem C. For ζFn,δ(o)(s) we obtain, by (3.1)
and (3.7),

ζFn,δ(o)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

∑
rI∈NI

|No
I,rI (Fn,δ)|q−s

∑
i∈I ri(n−i)

=
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fFn,δ,I(q
−1)

∑
rI∈NI

q
∑
i∈I ri((

2n+δ
2 )−(2i+δ

2 )−(n−i)s)

=
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fFn,δ,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

q(
2n+δ

2 )−(2i+δ
2 )−(n−i)s

1− q(
2n+δ

2 )−(2i+δ
2 )−(n−i)s

.

Similarly we obtain the following formulae for ζGn(o)(s) and ζHn(o)(s) by com-
bining (3.1) with (3.8) and (3.9), respectively:

ζGn(o)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fGn,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

qn
2−i2−(n−i)s

1− qn2−i2−(n−i)s ,
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ζHn(o)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fHn,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

q(
n+1

2 )−(i+1
2 )−(n−i)s

1− q(
n+1

2 )−(i+1
2 )−(n−i)s

.

This concludes the proof of Theorem C.

4. A multinomial-type identity and signed permutation statistics. In
this section we prove Proposition 1.5, express the polynomials fFn,δ,I(X) and
fGn,I(X) defined in (3.5) and (3.6) in terms of generating functions over descent
classes in Weyl groups of type B, and compute a number of joint distribution of
statistics on Weyl groups of types B and A. We remark that Proposition 1.5 may
well have a proof in the context of basic hypergeometric series. It resembles, for
instance, the q-multinomial theorem; cf. [16, Exercise 1.3(ii)]. Lacking a suitable
reference, we prove it here directly.

4.1. Proof of Proposition 1.5. Recall from Section 1.5 that given a subset
I ⊆ N we write I0 for I ∪{0} and for a,b ∈ Z we write aI+ b= b+aI for the set
{ai+ b | i ∈ I}. On several occasions we will use the bijections

{I | I ⊆ [n−1− j]}←→ {I ⊆ [n−1]0 |min{I ∪{n}}= j}
I �−→ I0 + j,

(4.1)

for j ∈ [n−1]0. We will also make use of the following, easily verifiable identities:

(
n

I0 + j

)
X

=

(
n

j

)
X

(
n− j

I

)
X

, for j ∈ [n−1]0, I ⊆ [n−1− j],(4.2) (
n

n− I

)
X

=

(
n

I

)
X

, for I ⊆ [n]0,(4.3) (
n

j

)
X

=

(
n

j

)
X−1

Xj(n−j), for j ∈ [n−1]0.(4.4)

The following is known as the q-binomial theorem.

LEMMA 4.1. For n ∈ N we have

(ZY ;X)n =
n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

Zj(Z;X)n−j(Y ;X)j .

Proof. See, for example, [15, Formula 1.16]. �
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We begin by proving a special case of Proposition 1.5. We set, for n ∈ N,

An(X,Z) :=
∑

I⊆[n−1]

(
n

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I

gp((XiZ)n−i),

Bn(X,Y,Z) :=
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

(
n

I

)
X−1

(Y X−i1−1;X−1)n−i1
∏
i∈I

gp((XiZ)n−i).

Note that An(X,Z) := Bn(X,0,Z)(1−Zn).

PROPOSITION 4.2. For n ∈ N we have

An(X,Z) =
1−Zn

(Z;X)n
=

∑
I⊆[n−1]

(
n

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I

gp((Xn−iZ)i).(4.5)

Proof. We prove the first equation by induction on n. For n= 1, we have

A1(X,Z) =

(
1
∅

)
X−1

=
1−Z

(Z;X)1
= 1.

Suppose now that n > 1 and that the assertion holds for all m < n. The key idea
for the proof is to re-organize the sum defining An according to the minima of the
indexing subsets. Using the bijections (4.1), identity (4.2), the induction hypothesis
and identity (4.4) we obtain

An(X,Z) =

n∑
j=1

∑
I⊆[n−1]

min{I∪{n}}=j

(
n

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I

gp((XiZ)n−i)

= 1+
n−1∑
j=1

∑
I⊆[n−1−j]

(
n

I0 + j

)
X−1

∏
i∈I0+j

gp((XiZ)n−i)

= 1+
n−1∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
X−1

∑
I⊆[n−1−j]

(
n− j

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I0+j

gp((XiZ)n−i)

= 1+
n−1∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
X−1

gp((XjZ)n−j)

×
∑

I⊆[n−1−j]

(
n− j

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I

gp((Xi+jZ)n−i−j)

= 1+
n−1∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
X−1

gp((XjZ)n−j)An−j(X,XjZ)
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= 1+
n−1∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
X

X−j(n−j)gp((XjZ)n−j)
1− (XjZ)n−j

(XjZ;X)n−j

=

n∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
X

Zn−j

(XjZ;X)n−j
.

Writing this expression for An(X,Z) on the common denominator (Z;X)n, we
obtain

An(X,Z)(Z;X)n =

n∑
j=1

(
n

j

)
X

Zn−j(Z;X)j =−Zn+

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

Zn−j(Z;X)j .

Changing j to n− j and applying Lemma 4.1 with Y = 0 yields

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

Zn−j(Z;X)j =

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

Zj(Z;X)n−j = 1.

Thus

An(X,Z) =
1−Zn

(Z;X)n
.

The second equation in (4.5) follows from the first equation, by changing i to n− i

and using (4.3). �

We now prove Proposition 1.5 in general. We organize the sum defining Bn
according to the minima of the indexing subsets. For j ∈ [n]0, let

Sn,j(X,Z) :=
∑

I⊆[n−1]0
min{I∪{n}}=j

(
n

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I

gp((XiZ)n−i).

We claim that, for all j ∈ [n]0,

Sn,j(X,Z) =

(
n

j

)
X

Zn−j

(XjZ;X)n−j
.(4.6)

This clearly holds for j = n, so assume j ∈ [n−1]0. Due to the bijections (4.1) and
the identities (4.2), (4.3), (4.5) and (4.4), we have

Sn,j(X,Z) =
∑

I⊆[n−1−j]

(
n

I0 + j

)
X−1

∏
i∈I0+j

gp((XiZ)n−i)

=

(
n

j

)
X−1

∑
I⊆[n−1−j]

(
n− j

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I0+j

gp((XiZ)n−i)
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=

(
n

j

)
X−1

gp((XjZ)n−j)An−j(X,XjZ)

=

(
n

j

)
X−1

gp((XjZ)n−j)
1− (XjZ)n−j

(XjZ;X)n−j

=

(
n

j

)
X

Zn−j

(XjZ;X)n−j
,

establishing (4.6). This yields

Bn(X,Y,Z) =

n∑
j=0

(Y X−j−1;X−1)n−jSn,j(X,Z)

=

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

(Y X−j−1;X−1)n−j
Zn−j

(XjZ;X)n−j
.

(4.7)

Writing this expression for Bn(X,Y,Z) on the common denominator (Z;X)n, we
obtain

Bn(X,Y,Z)(Z;X)n =

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

(Y X−j−1;X−1)n−jZn−j(Z;X)j .(4.8)

Using the identities

(Y X−j−1;X−1)n−j = (X−nY ;X)n−j ,

for j ∈ [n−1]0, changing j to n− j and applying Lemma 4.1 with Y replaced by
X−nY , we can rewrite the right-hand side of (4.8) as

n∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
X

Zj(Z;X)n−j(X−nY ;X)j = (X−nY Z;X)n.

This proves Proposition 1.5.

Remark 4.3. Given a T -group G, its subgroup zeta function is defined as the
Dirichlet series

ζ<G(s) :=
∑
H≤fG

|G : H|−s,

where s is a complex variable and the sum ranges over the subgroups of G of finite
index; cf. [31, Chapter 15]. It is well known that the zeta function of G=Zn equals

ζ<
Zn

(s) =

n−1∏
i=0

ζ(s− i) =
∏
p prime

1
(p−s;p)n

=
∏
p prime

Bn(p,0,p−s),
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where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function; see, for instance, [31, Theorem 51.1].
The expression of the local zeta function of ζ<

Zn
(s) in terms of a sum, like the

one defining the function Bn, illustrates a general approach to the study of local
(subgroup and representation) zeta functions of T -groups developed in [43].

4.2. Some Weyl group generating functions. Our main source for back-
ground material on Coxeter groups is [6]. Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system,
consisting of a finite Coxeter group W and a set S of Coxeter generators for W .
For w ∈W , the length of w, denoted by l(w), is the minimal length of a word in
elements of S representing w. Recall that the (right) descent set of w is defined as

D(w) := {s ∈ S | l(ws)< l(w)}.

For I ⊆ S, we denote by WI = 〈I〉 the corresponding standard parabolic subgroup
of W . We also have the so-called quotient

W I := {w ∈W |D(w)⊆ Ic}.(4.9)

The quotient W I is the collection of the unique coset representatives of WI of
shortest length.

Consider now, specifically, Weyl groups of type B. Let n ∈ N. Recall that we
defined the group Bn as the group of all bijections w of the set [±n]0 such that, for
all a ∈ [±n]0, w(−a) =−w(a). Such bijections are determined by their values on
the positive integers up to n, and thus Bn may be viewed as the group of signed
permutations, that is monomial matrices with non-zero entries in {−1,1}. We write
w = [a1, . . . ,an] to mean that, for i ∈ [n], w(i) = ai. By S = {s0,s1, . . . ,sn−1} we
denote the set of standard Coxeter generators of Bn, that is si = [1, . . . , i− 1, i+
1, i, i+ 2, . . . ,n] for i ∈ [n− 1] and s0 = [−1,2, . . . ,n]. We frequently identify S

with the interval [n−1]0 in the obvious way. Given w ∈Bn, we define neg(w) :=
#{i ∈ [n] | w(i)< 0}.

LEMMA 4.4. Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system, r ∈ N, and let Y1, . . . ,Yr
and Zi, i ∈ S, be independent variables. Let hw(Y) = hw(Y1, . . . ,Yr), w ∈W , be
polynomials in Q[Y1, . . . ,Yr]. Then the following identity holds:

∑
I⊆S

⎛
⎝ ∑
w∈W Ic

hw(Y)

⎞
⎠∏

i∈I

Zi
1−Zi

=

∑
w∈W hw(Y)

∏
i∈DW (w)Zi∏

i∈S(1−Zi)
.

Proof. This is an easy application of the inclusion-exclusion principle. �
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4.2.1. Joint distribution of (l,neg) over descent classes of Bn.

LEMMA 4.5 (Reiner). For n ∈ N and I = {i1, . . . , il}< ⊆ [n−1]0 we have

∑
w∈BIcn

X l(w)Y neg(w) =

(
n

I

)
X

(−Y Xi1+1;X)n−i1 .(4.10)

Proof. This is proved by Reiner in [35, Lemma 3.1]; we just need to translate
between Reiner’s notation and ours. First, note that Reiner uses ‘inv’ to denote the
length function l on Bn. Recall that we set i0 = 0, and, for j ∈ {0,1, . . . , l},

μj = ij+1− ij.(4.11)

The relations (4.11) provide the transition between Reiner’s sets

S = {μk,μk+μk−1, . . . ,μk+ · · ·+μ1} ⊆ [n]

and our sets I ⊆ [n− 1]0. Moreover, μ0 = i1. Given S ⊆ [n], an element w ∈ Bn

satisfies Reiner’s relation “D(w) ⊆ S” if and only if it satisfies D(w) ⊆ I , which
is, by (4.9), equivalent to w ∈ BIc

n . From [35, Lemma 3.1] and formula (2) in its
proof we thus obtain, partly in the notation of [35],

∑
w∈BIcn

X l(w)Y neg(w) =
[n̂]!Y,X

[μ̂0]!Y,X [μ1]!X · · · [μl]!X

=
(−XY ;X)n[n]!X

(−XY ;X)μ0 [μ0]X ![μ1]!X · · · [μl]!X
= (−Y Xi1+1;X)n−i1

[n]!X
[i1]X ![i2− i1]!X · · · [n− il]!X

=

(
n

I

)
X

(−Y Xi1+1;X)n−i1 . �

PROPOSITION 4.6. Let n∈N, δ ∈ {0,1} and let I ⊆ [n−1]0. The polynomials
fFn,δ,I(X) and fGn,I(X) defined in (3.5) and (3.6) satisfy the following identities:

fFn,δ,I(X) =
∑
w∈BIcn

(−1)neg(w)X(2l+(2δ−1)neg)(w),

fGn,I(X) =
∑
w∈BIcn

(−1)neg(w)X l(w).

Proof. Replace (X,Y ) in (4.10) by (X2,−X2δ−1) in type F and by (X,−1)
in type G. �
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4.2.2. Proof and discussion of Proposition 1.7. We recall that by Propo-
sition 1.5 we have

Bn(X,Y,Z) :=
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

(
n

I

)
X−1

(Y X−i1−1;X−1)n−i1
∏
i∈I

gp((XiZ)n−i)

=
(X−nY Z;X)n

(Z;X)n

and by Lemma 4.5 we have, for all I ⊆ [n−1]0,(
n

I

)
X−1

(−Y X−i1−1;X−1)n−i1 =
∑
w∈BIcn

X−l(w)Y neg(w).

Therefore Lemma 4.4, with (W,S) = (Bn,{s0, . . . ,sn−1}), implies that

Bn(X,−Y,XnZ) =

∑
w∈BnX

−l(w)Y neg(w)∏
i∈D(w)(X

n+iZ)n−i∏n−1
i=0 (1− (Xn+iZ)n−i)

=
n−1∏
i=0

1+XiY Z

1−Xn+iZ
.

Hence

∑
w∈Bn

X(σ−l)(w)Y neg(w)Z rmaj(w) =

n−1∏
i=0

(1+XiY Z)(1− (Xn+iZ)n−i)
1−Xn+iZ

,(4.12)

concluding the proof of Proposition 1.7.
We see Proposition 1.7 in the context of a number of results in the literature

which establish multivariate generating functions describing the joint distributions
of various statistics on finite Weyl groups, sometimes “twisted” by 1-dimensional
representations; see, for example, [35, 36, 5]. For instance we observe that setting
X = 1 in (4.12) yields a special case of [36, Theorem 3.2]. Upon setting Y =

Z = 1 in (4.12) we recover [42, Theorem 1.1] for Weyl groups of type B. In its
generality, the latter result describes the generating function

∑
w∈W X(σ−l)(w) for

a finite Weyl group W in terms of the simple root coordinates bi and the Weyl
group’s exponents. A twisted version of this result for Weyl groups of type B is the
following:

COROLLARY 4.7. ∑
w∈Bn

(−1)neg(w)X(σ−l)(w) = 0.

Proof. Set Y =−1 and Z = 1 in (4.12). �
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Analyzing our formulae for An(X,Z) yields formulae over Weyl groups of
type A which are similar to (4.12). In the case of the Weyl group W = Sn, with
Coxeter generating set S = (s1, . . . ,sn−1) comprising the standard transpositions,
the simple root coordinates bi, i ∈ [n− 1], defined in Section 1 are given by bi =

i(n− i); cf. [42, Remark 1.5] or [8, Plate I]. Therefore

σ(w) =
∑

i∈D(w)

bi =
∑

i∈D(w)

i(n− i), for w ∈ Sn.(4.13)

Here we identified the generating set S with the interval [n−1] in the obvious way.
The statistics maj and rmaj on Sn are defined by setting, for w ∈ Sn, maj(w) =∑

i∈D(w) i and rmaj(w) =
∑

i∈D(w)(n− i), respectively.

PROPOSITION 4.8.

∑
w∈Sn

X(σ−l)(w)Zmaj(w) =
∑
w∈Sn

X(σ−l)(w)Z rmaj(w) =
n−1∏
i=0

1− (XiZ)n−i

1−XiZ
.(4.14)

Proof. By (4.5) we have

An(X,Z) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]

(
n

I

)
X−1

∏
i∈I

gp(Xi(n−i)Zi) =
1−Zn

(Z;X)n
,

and by [39, Proposition 1.3.17] we have, for I ⊆ [n−1],(
n

I

)
X−1

=
∑
w∈SIcn

X−l(w).

Therefore Lemma 4.4, with (W,S) = (Sn,{s1, . . . ,sn−1}), implies that

An(X,Z) =

∑
w∈SnX

−l(w)∏
i∈D(w)X

i(n−i)Zi∏n−1
i=1 (1− (Xn−iZ)i)

=

∑
w∈SnX

(σ−l)(w)Zmaj(w)∏n−1
i=1 (1− (Xn−iZ)i)

,

and so

∑
w∈Sn

X(σ−l)(w)Zmaj(w) =An(X,Z)

n−1∏
i=1

(1− (Xn−iZ)i) =

n−1∏
i=0

1− (XiZ)n−i

1−XiZ
.

The equality involving rmaj follows similarly, using the second equality in (4.5).
�

Note that setting X = 1 in (4.14) yields the Poincaré polynomial of Sn,
reflecting the well-known facts that the statistics maj and rmaj on Sn are Maho-
nian, that is, equidistributed with the length function l. Setting Z = 1 reproduces
[42, Remark 1.5].
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5. Proof of Theorem B.

5.1. Proof of Theorem B. We start by proving the formulae for the zeta
functions of groups of type F and G given in (1.6) and (1.7). Considering the
Euler product (1.4), it clearly suffices to establish the following result.

PROPOSITION 5.1. For every non-zero prime ideal p of O, with |O : p| = q,
say, we have

ζFn,δ(Op)(s) =
(q−s;q2)n

(q2(n+δ)−1−s;q2)n
,(5.1)

ζGn(Op)(s) =
(q−s;q)n
(qn−s;q)n

.(5.2)

Proof. By Theorem C, we have

ζFn,δ(Op)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

(
n

I

)
q−2

(q−2(i1+δ)−1;q−2)n−i1
∏
i∈I

gp(q(2(n+i+δ)−1−s)(n−i)),

ζGn(Op)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

(
n

I

)
q−1

(q−i1−1;q−1)n−i1
∏
i∈I

gp(q(n+i−s)(n−i)).

Thus ζFn,δ(Op)(s) = Bn(q2,q−2δ+1,q2(n+δ)−1−s) and ζGn(Op)(s) = Bn(q,1,qn−s),
and the claim follows from Proposition 1.5. �

The rest of this section is dedicated to proving the formulae for the zeta func-
tions of groups of type H given in (1.8). Short of direct proof akin to the proof of
Proposition 5.1, we reduce type H to type F ; cf. Proposition 5.3. For this result we
need some preparation.

Recall that n= 2m+ ε ∈ N with ε ∈ {0,1}, that we write I = {i1, . . . , il}< ⊆
[n− 1]0 and J = {j1, . . . , jk} ⊆ [m− 1]0 for subsets of [n− 1]0 and [m− 1]0, re-
spectively, and the conventions that i0 = 0 and il+1 = n. We set

fn,I := fHn,I(q
−1)

:=

⎛
⎝ l∏
j=1

(q−2;q−2)−1
�(ij+1−ij)/2�

⎞
⎠(q−i1−1;q−1)n−i1 for I ⊆ [n−1]0,

and

Xi :=Xi(Hn) := q(
n+1

2 )−(i+1
2 )−(n−i)s for i ∈ [n−1]0.(5.3)

Given I ⊂ [n−1]0 we write ΠI for
∏
i∈I gp(Xi(Hn)).

Theorem C represents the local factor ζHn(Op)(s) as a sum, indexed by the
subsets of [n− 1]0. It is advantageous to organise this sum according to the fibres
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of the surjective “bisection map” ϕ, defined as follows. We set

ϕ : 2[n−1]0 −→ 2[m−1]0 , I �−→
{
� i+1− ε

2
� | i ∈ I

}
\{m}.

We note that the “doubling map” 2[m−1]0 → 2[n−1]0 ,J �→ 2J + ε, is a section of
this map, so each fibre ϕ−1(J) contains the set 2J + ε ⊆ [n− 1]0. The proof of
Proposition 5.3 hinges on the following technical result. Its proof will occupy the
bulk of this section.

LEMMA 5.2. For all J ⊆ [m−1]0 we have

∑
I∈ϕ−1(J)

fIΠI = (1+(n)gp(Xn−1))f2J+εΠ2J+ε =
1− q−s

1− qn−s
f2J+εΠ2J+ε.(5.4)

Informally speaking, Lemma 5.2 “eliminates” occurrences of the terms Xi,
where i ∈ [n− 2]0 \ (2[m− 1]0 + ε), and simplifies the sum on the left-hand side
of (5.4), which has roughly 3|J | terms.

Proof. The second equation in (5.4) is clear. The proof of the first equation
requires slightly different arguments in the cases ε = 0 and ε = 1. Nevertheless
we treat both cases in parallel. We start with an observation in the case ε = 0.
Let J ⊆ [m− 1]0. We note that, if ε = 0, we have 0 ∈ J if and only if 0 ∈ I for
all I ∈ ϕ−1(J). We claim that we may, without loss of generality, assume in this
case that 0 �∈ J . Indeed, if 0 ∈ J , we write J = {0} ·∪ J ′, where J ′ = J \{0}, and
similarly, for each I ∈ ϕ−1(J), we write I = {0} ·∪ I ′, where I ′ = I \ {0}. Set
j′1 := min{J ′ ∪{m}}. It now suffices to observe that for all I ⊆ ϕ−1(J) (including
the set I = 2J) one has fI = (q−1;q−2)j ′1fI ′ . Therefore if (5.4) holds for J ′ it also
holds for J . Indeed, we then have∑

I∈ϕ−1(J)

fIΠI = (q−1;q−2)j ′1 gp(X0)
∑

I∈ϕ−1(J ′)

fIΠI

= (q−1;q−2)j ′1 gp(X0)(1+(n)gp(Xn−1))f2J ′Π2J ′

= (1+(n)gp(Xn−1))f2JΠ2J .

(5.5)

We thus assume henceforth that 0 �∈ J if ε= 0.
We return to the general situation with ε ∈ {0,1}. A key role in the proof is

played by the relations

X2j+ε−1 = q−2(m−j)X2j+εXn−1, j ∈ {1− ε, . . . ,m−1},(5.6)

which are immediate from the definitions (5.3). The validity of Lemma 5.2 de-
pends only on these relations, and not on the particular “numerical data” (Xi). The
first equation of (5.4) is thus equivalent to an equality in the quotient of the ring
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Z[q−1,X1, . . . ,Xn−1] by the ideal generated by the relations (5.6). The indepen-
dence from the precise numerical data (Xi) is used in an inductive argument later
in the proof.

We prove Lemma 5.2 by induction on |J |. We first deal with the special case
J =∅, the base for our induction. It is clear that ϕ−1(∅) = {∅,{n−1}} and easily
checked that f∅ = 1 and f{n−1} = (n), so that∑

I∈ϕ−1(∅)

fIΠI = f∅+ f{n−1}gp(Xn−1) = 1+(n)gp(Xn−1)(5.7)

as claimed.
Assume now that k = |J | ≥ 1 and write J = {j1, . . . , jk}<. Note that, by

assumption, j1 > 0 if ε = 0. Our strategy is to split up the fibre ϕ−1(J) into
three disjoint sets of equal size 2 · 3k−1, according to the intersection with T1 :=
{2j1 + ε−1,2j1 + ε}. We define

I1 = {I ∈ ϕ−1(J) | I ∩T1 = {2j1 + ε}},
I2 = {I ∈ ϕ−1(J) | I ∩T1 = {2j1 + ε−1,2j1 + ε}},
I3 = {I ∈ ϕ−1(J) | I ∩T1 = {2j1 + ε−1}}.

Hence ϕ−1(J) = I1 ·∪I2 ·∪I3, as I ∩T1 �= ∅ for all I ∈ ϕ−1(J). For r ∈ {1,2,3}
we set Sr =

∑
I∈Ir fIΠI so that

∑
I∈ϕ−1(J)fIΠI = S1 +S2 +S3. We claim that

S1 = f2J+εΠ2J+ε
(
1+(2(m− j1))gp(Xn−1)

)
,(5.8)

S2 = (2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)S1,(5.9)

S3 = f2J+ε(2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)Π2(J\{j1})+ε
(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
.(5.10)

To prove (5.8) we note that for all I ∈ I1 we have

fn,I =

(
n

2j1 + ε

)
q−1

f2(m−j1),I−2j1−ε,

and hence

S1 =

(
n

2j1 + ε

)
q−1

∑
I∈I1

f2(m−j1),I−2j1−εΠI

=

(
n

2j1 + ε

)
q−1

f2(m−j1),2J−2j1
Π2J+ε(1+(2(m− j1))gp(Xn−1))

= f2J+εΠ2J+ε
(
1+(2(m− j1))gp(Xn−1)

)
.

Here, the second equality uses the induction hypothesis for J− j1 ⊆ [m− j1−1]0,
ε = 0. This is justified as the terms Xi(Hn) for 2j1 + ε ≤ i < n satisfy the same
relations given by (5.6) as the terms Xi(H2(m−j1)) for 0 ≤ i < 2(m− j1), and
because |(J − j1)∩N|< k.
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To prove (5.9) it suffices to observe that fI = (2j1 + ε)fI\{2j1+ε−1} for all I ∈
I2.

To prove (5.10) we proceed by a second induction on |J | = k, the induction
base k = 1 being a straightforward computation which we leave to the reader. If
k > 1 we partition the set I3. We let T2 = {2j2 + ε−1,2j2 + ε} and define

I3,1 = {I ∈ I3 | I ∩T2 = {2j2 + ε−1}},
I3,2 = {I ∈ I3 | I ∩T2 = {2j2 + ε−1,2j2 + ε}},
I3,3 = {I ∈ I3 | I ∩T2 = {2j2 + ε}}.

Note that I ∩T2 �= ∅ for all I ∈ I3. For r ∈ {1,2,3} we set S3,r =
∑

I∈I3,r
fIΠI

so that S3 = S3,1 +S3,2 +S3,3. We claim that

S3,1 = f2J+ε(2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)Π2(J\{j1})+ε
(
1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1)

)
,

(5.11)

S3,2 = gp(X2j2+ε−1)S3,1,
(5.12)

S3,3 = f2J+ε(2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)gp(X2j2+ε−1)Π2(J\{j1,j2})+ε
(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
.

(5.13)

To prove (5.11) we observe that for all I ∈ I3,1 we have

fI = fI\{2j1−1}(q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1(2j1)

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

if ε= 0,(5.14)

fI = fI\{2j1}(q
−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1(2j2 +1)

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

if ε= 1.(5.15)

Furthermore, for all J ⊆ [m−1]0 we have

f2J = f2J\2{j1}(q
−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

,(5.16)

f2J+1 = f2(J\2{j1})+1(q
−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

(2j2 +1)

(2j1 +1)
,(5.17)

so that if ε= 0 we have, using (5.14), (5.8) for J \{j1}, and (5.16),

S3,1 = (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1(2j1)

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

gp(X2j1−1)
∑
I∈I3,1

fI\{2j1−1}ΠI\{2j1−1}

= (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1(2j1)

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

gp(X2j1−1)f2J\2{j1}Π2(J\{j1})

· (1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1)
)

= f2J(2j1)gp(X2j1−1)Π2(J\{j1})
(
1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1)

)
,
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as claimed. If ε= 1 we have, using (5.15), (5.8) for J \{j1}, and (5.17),

S3,1 = (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1(2j2 +1)

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

gp(X2j1)
∑
I∈I3,1

fI\{2j1}ΠI\{2j1}

= (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1(2j2 +1)

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

gp(X2j1)f2J\2{j1}+1Π2(J\{j1})+1

· (1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1)
)

= f2J+1(2j1 +1)gp(X2j1)Π2(J\{j1})+1

(
1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1)

)
,

as claimed. This establishes (5.11).
To prove (5.12) it suffices to observe that for all I ∈ I3,2 we have fI =

fI\{2j2+ε−1}.
To prove (5.13) we note that for all I ∈ I3,3 we have

fI = fI\{2j1−1}(q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

(
2j1

)
(
2j2

) if ε= 0,(5.18)

fI = fI\{2j1}(q
−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

if ε= 1,(5.19)

Hence, if ε= 0 we have, using (5.18), the second induction hypothesis for the
formula (5.10) for S3 (for J \{j1}, ε= 0), and (5.16),

S3,3 = (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

(2j1)

(2j2)
gp(X2j1−1)

∑
I∈I3,3

fI\{2j1−1}ΠI\{2j1−1}

= (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

(2j1)

(2j2)

·gp(X2j1−1)f2J\2{j1}(2j2)gp(X2j2−1)Π2(J\{j1,j2})
(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
= f2J(2j1)gp(X2j1−1)gp(X2j2−1)Π2(J\{j1,j2})

(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
,

as claimed. If ε= 1 we have, using (5.19), the second induction hypothesis for the
formula (5.10) for S3 (for J \{j1}, ε= 1), and (5.17),

S3,3 = (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

gp(X2j1)
∑
I∈I3,3

fI\{2j1}ΠI\{2j1}

= (q−2j1−1;q−2)j2−j1

(
j2

j1

)
q−2

gp(X2j1)

·f2(J\{j1})+1(2j2 +1)gp(X2j2)Π2(J\{j1,j2})+1
(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
= f2J+1(2j1 +1)gp(X2j1)gp(X2j2)Π2(J\{j1,j2})+1

(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
,

as claimed. This establishes (5.13).
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It remains to simplify the sums S31+S32+S33 and S = S1+S2+S3. For both
calculations we use the following direct consequence of the relations (5.6): for all
j ∈ {1+ ε, . . . ,m−1} we have

gp(X2j+ε−1)
(
1+gp(X2j+ε)+gp(Xn−1)+ (2(m− j))gp(X2j+ε)gp(Xn−1)

)
= q−2(m−j)gp(X2j+ε)gp(Xn−1).

(5.20)

Thus, using (5.20) for j = j2, we have

S3 = S3,1 +S3,2 +S3,3

= f2J+ε(2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)Π2(J\{j1,j2})+ε
× (gp(X2j2+ε)(1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1))+gp(X2j2+ε−1)

× (1+gp(X2j2+ε)+gp(Xn−1)+ (2(m− j2))gp(X2j2+ε)gp(Xn−1)
))

= f2J+ε(2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)Π2(J\{j1})+ε
· (1+(2(m− j2))gp(Xn−1)+ q−2(m−j2)gp(Xn−1)

)
= f2J+ε(2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)Π2(J\{j1})+ε

(
1+gp(Xn−1)

)
as claimed in (5.10).

It remains to simplify the sum S1+S2+S3. Using (5.20) for j = j1, we obtain

S = S1 +S2 +S3

= f2J+εΠ2(J\{j1})+ε
(
gp(X2j1+ε)(1+(2(m− j1))gp(Xn−1))

+ (2j1 + ε)gp(X2j1+ε−1)
(
1+gp(X2j1+ε)+gp(Xn−1)

+ (2(m− j1))gp(X2j1+ε)gp(Xn−1)
))

= f2J+εΠ2J+ε
(
1+(2(m− j1))gp(Xn−1)+ (2j1 + ε)q−2(m−j1)gp(Xn−1)

)
= f2J+εΠ2J+ε

(
1+(n)gp(Xn−1)

)
.

This concludes the proof of the lemma. �

Given the Euler product (1.4), the multiplicative formulae (1.8) for ζHn(Op)(s)

given in Theorem B now follow easily from the following result.

PROPOSITION 5.3. For n= 2m+ ε ∈ N with ε ∈ {0,1}, we have

ζHn(Op)(s) =
ζK,p(s−n)

ζK,p(s)
ζFm,ε(Op)(2s−2) =

1− q−s

1− qn−s
· (q2−2s;q2)m

(q2(m+ε)+1−2s;q2)m
.

Proof. The second equality is, of course, Proposition 5.1, with (n,δ) replaced
by (m,ε). We prove the first equality. By Theorem C, with (n,δ) replaced by
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(m,ε), we have

ζFm,ε(Op)(s) =
∑

J⊆[m−1]0

fFm,ε,J(q
−1)

∏
j∈J

gp(Xj(Fm,ε)),

where Xj(Fm,ε) = q(
2m+ε

2 )−(2j+ε
2 )−(n−j)s. It follows from Definition 3.2 that, for

all J ⊆ [m−1]0,

fHn,2J+ε(q
−1) =

(
m

J

)
q−2

(q−2(j1+ε)−1;q−2)m−j1 = fFm,ε,J(q
−1)

and, for all j ∈ [m−1]0,

Xj(Fm,ε)|s→2s−2 = q(
2m+ε

2 )−(2j+ε
2 )−(2s−2)(m−j)

= q(
2m+ε

2 )+2m+ε−((2j+ε
2 )+2j+ε)−2s(m−j)

= q(
2m+1+ε

2 )−(2j+1+ε
2 )−2s(m−j)

=X2j+ε(Hn).

We thus have, by Theorem C and Lemma 5.2,

ζHn(Op)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fHn,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

gp(Xi(Hn))

=
∑

J⊆[m−1]0

∑
I∈ϕ−1(J)

fHn,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

gp(Xi(Hn))

= (1+(n)gp(Xn−1(Hn)))
∑

J⊆[m−1]0

fHn,2J+ε(q
−1)

∏
j∈J

gp(X2j+ε(Hn))

=
1− q−s

1− qn−s
∑

J⊆[m−1]0

fFm,ε,J(q
−1)

∏
j∈J

gp(Xj(Fm,ε)|s→2s−2)

= ζK,p(s−n)ζK,p(s)
−1ζFm,ε(Op)(2s−2).

This proves the proposition. �

This concludes the proof of Theorem B.

COROLLARY 5.4. For n= 2m+ ε ∈ N with ε ∈ {0,1}, we have

∑
I⊆[n−1]0

⎛
⎝ l∏
j=1

(X−4;X−4)−1
�μj/2�

⎞
⎠(

X−2(i1+1);X−2)
n−i1

∏
i∈I

gp
(
(XiZ)n−i

)

=
1−X−n−1Z

1−Xn−1Z
·
(
X2(−n+1)Z2;X4

)
m(

XεZ2;X4
)
m

.
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Proof. For X = q1/2 and Z = q(n+1)/2−s the identity follows from Theorem C
together with Proposition 5.3. As it holds for infinitely many values of q and s, it
therefore holds as a formal identity. �

Corollary 5.4 is analogous to Proposition 1.5. The identity was found by work-
ing backwards from Proposition 5.3 and Theorem C. An independent proof of
Corollary 5.4 would yield an alternative proof of Proposition 5.3, similar to the
proof of Proposition 5.1.

5.2. Another generating function on Bn. We record a corollary of the ex-
istence of both “additive” and “multiplicative” expressions for the local zeta func-
tions of groups of type H , together with Conjecture 1.6. Recall that n= 2m+ ε ∈
N, with ε ∈ {0,1}.

PROPOSITION 5.5. If Conjecture 1.6 holds then∑
w∈Bn

(−1)l(w)X((σ+rmaj)/2−L)(w)Z rmaj(w)

=
(1−Z)(X2Z2;X2)m

(X2(m+ε)+1Z2;X2)m

n−2∏
i=0

(1− (X(n+i+1)/2Z)n−i).
(5.21)

Proof. Let p be a non-zero prime ideal p of O, with |O : p|= q, say. By Theo-
rem C and Proposition 5.3 we have

ζHn(Op)(s) =
∑

I⊆[n−1]0

fHn,I(q
−1)

∏
i∈I

gp(q(
n+1

2 )−(i+1
2 )−(n−i)s)

=
(1− q−s)
(1− qn−s)

(q2−2s;q2)m
(q2(m+ε)+1−2s;q2)m

,

and, assuming Conjecture 1.6, we have

fHn,I(q
−1) =

∑
w∈BIcn

(−1)l(w)q−L(w).

Therefore Lemma 4.4 with (W,S) = (Bn,{s0, . . . ,sn−1}) implies that

ζHn(Op)(s) =

∑
w∈Bn(−1)l(w)q−L(w)

∏
i∈D(w) q

((n+i+1)/2−s)(n−i)∏n−1
i=0 (1− q((n+i+1)/2−s)(n−i))

,

and so∑
w∈Bn

(−1)l(w)q((σ+rmaj)/2−L)(w)(q−s)rmaj(w)

=
∑
w∈Bn

(−1)l(w)q−L(w)+
∑
i∈D(w)((n+i)(n−i)+n−i)/2(q−s)

∑
i∈D(w)(n−i)
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=
∑
w∈Bn

(−1)l(w)q−L(w)
∏

i∈D(w)

q((n+i+1)/2−s)(n−i)

=
1− q−s

1− qn−s
· (q2−2s;q2)m

(q2(m+ε)+1−2s;q2)m
·
n−1∏
i=0

(
1− q((n+i+1)/2−s)(n−i))

=
(1− q−s)(q2−2s;q2)m
(q2(m+ε)+1−2s;q2)m

n−2∏
i=0

(
1− q((n+i+1)/2−s)(n−i)).

This identity holds for infinitely many values of q and s, and hence yields a formal
identity in variables X = q and Z = q−s. �

5.3. Proof of Corollary 1.3. The functional equations in (1) follow directly
from the formulae given in Theorem B, and the Euler product for the Dedekind zeta
function ζK(s); cf. (1.15). The abscissae of convergence in (2) and the analytical
statements in (3) reflect classical facts about ζK(s), viz. its abscissa of conver-
gence 1 and meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane with a simple
pole at s = 1. The asymptotic statements in (4) follow from standard Tauberian
theorems; cf., for instance, [13, Theorem 4.20].

5.4. Jordan’s totient functions. We record an interpretation of the zeta
functions of groups of type F , G and H , described in Theorem B, in terms
of Jordan’s totient functions. Given b,n ∈ N, let Jb(n) be the number of b-
tuples (a1,a2, . . . ,ab) of integers satisfying 1 ≤ ai ≤ n, for all i, such that
gcd(a1, . . . ,ab,n) = 1. The function Jb is called the b-th Jordan totient function;
cf. [32, 1.5.2]. Clearly J1 = ϕ, the Euler totient function.

LEMMA 5.6. Let a ∈ N0, b ∈ N. The Dirichlet generating series for
the arithmetic function Ja,b : N → N,n �→ naJb(n) is

∑∞
n=1Ja,b(n)n

−s =

ζ(s−a− b)/ζ(s−a), where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function.

Proof. This follows easily from the fact that, for a prime power pe, e ∈N, one
has Jb(pe) = peb(1−p−b). �

We observe that, for G ∈ {Fn,δ,Gn,Hn} the zeta function of the group G(Z)

is a finite product of factors of the form ζ(s− a− b)/ζ(s− a), for suitable pairs
of integers (a,b). By Lemma 5.6, the arithmetic function n �→ r̃G(Z)(n) may thus
be described as a finite convolution product of functions of the form Ja,b. Over
number rings, one may define analogues to the functions Ja,b in terms of tuples of
coprime ideals, and hence obtain analogous expressions for the zeta functions of
groups of the form G(O) as suitable convolution products.

6. Analogy with prehomogeneous vector spaces. The local factors of rep-
resentation zeta functions of groups of type F , G and H studied in this paper bear
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a striking resemblance to the zeta integrals associated to Igusa local zeta functions
of certain prehomogeneous vector spaces (PVS).

An irreducible PVS is a pair (V,G), comprising an n-dimensional complex
vector space V and a connected algebraic subgroup G of GL(V ), acting irreducibly
on V with a Zariski-dense G-orbit. Irreducible PVS were classified, up to a certain
equivalence relation, by Kimura and Sato in terms of irreducible, so-called reduced
PVS. Associated with an irreducible reduced PVS (G,V ) there is a “relatively
invariant” irreducible polynomial f(x) ∈ C[x1, . . . ,xn] with the property that V \
f−1(0) is the Zariski-dense G-orbit in V . If f ∈ o[x1, . . . ,xn] for a compact discrete
valuation ring o of characteristic zero then the integral

Zo
f (s) =

∫
on
|f(x)|sdμ

is known as Igusa’s local zeta function attached to f . The real parts of the poles
of Zo

f (s) are known to be among the zeros of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial bf (s)
associated to f . The polynomial bf (s) provides a measure of the complexity of the
singularities of the hypersurface f−1(0). This intriguing interpretation of the real
parts of poles of the integral Zo

f (s) is conjectured to hold in a much more general
context: If f(x) ∈ K[x1, . . . ,xn], where K is a number field, the Bernstein-Sato
polynomial conjecture states that, for almost all non-archimedean completions k of
K with valuation ring o, say, the real parts of the poles of Zo

f (s) should be among
the zeros of bf (s); cf. [25, 21] for further details on PVS, and [12, Section 7] for
details on the Bernstein-Sato polynomial conjecture.

The list of irreducible reduced PVS in the appendix of [25] starts off with three
infinite families of prehomogeneous vector spaces of generic matrices, viz. the vec-
tor spaces Matn(C), Symn(C) and Alt2n(C), respectively. The associated relative
invariants are f(X) = det(X), f(X) = det(X) and f(X) = Pf(X), respectively,
where Pf(X) denotes the Pfaffian of an antisymmetric matrix X. Let o be a com-
plete discrete valuation ring with residue field cardinality q. We continue to write
n = 2m+ ε ∈ N with ε ∈ {0,1}. The following formulae for the associated Igusa
zeta functions are well known; see, for instance, [21, pp. 164, 163, 177].

ZAlt2n(o)(s) :=
∫
X∈Alt2n(o)

|Pf(X)|sdμ=
n−1∏
i=0

1− q−1−2i

1− q−s−1−2i ,

(6.1)

ZMatn(o)(s) :=
∫
X∈Matn(o)

|det(X)|sdμ=
n−1∏
i=0

1− q−1−i

1− q−s−1−i ,

(6.2)

ZSymn(o)(s) :=
∫
X∈Symn(o)

|det(X)|sdμ=
1− q−(1−ε)(s+1)−n

1− q−s−1

m−1∏
i=0

1− q−1−2i

1− q−2s−3−2i .

(6.3)
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We observe that, in analogy to Proposition 5.3, we have

ZSym2n(o)
(s) =

1− q−s−2n−1

1− q−s−1 ZAlt2n(o)(2s+2).(6.4)

We are not aware of a conceptional explanation for this identity.
The group schemes Fn,δ, Gn and Hn studied in this paper are designed so that

the commutator matrices associated to their respective Lie rings reflect the preho-
mogeneous vector spaces Alt2n(C), Matn(C) and Symn(C), respectively. Theo-
rem B shows that the local representation zeta functions associated to groups of
type F , G and H closely resemble the p-adic integrals (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), with-
out being obtainable from these integrals by simple transformations of variables.
We record an immediate consequence of Theorem B regarding the poles of the
local zeta functions.

COROLLARY 6.1. Let G ∈ {Fn,δ ,Gn,Hn}. There exists a finite set P (G) of
rational numbers such that the following holds. Given a ring of integers O of a
number field K, and for any non-zero prime ideal p of O, we have

P (G) = {Re(s) | s ∈C a pole of ζG(Op)(s)}.

More precisely, we have

P (Fn,δ) = {2(n+ i+ δ)−1 | i ∈ [n−1]0},
P (Gn) = {n+ i | i ∈ [n−1]0},
P (Hn) = {n,m+ i+ ε+1/2 | i ∈ [m−1]0}.

In other words, the set of real parts of poles of ζG(Op)(s) is independent of O
and p. We note further that the sets P (G) defined in Corollary 6.1 are obtained from
the sets of real parts of the poles of p-adic integral associated to the corresponding
PVS by translation by the global abscissa of convergence of the relevant represen-
tation zeta function. Indeed we have, by (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), Corollary 6.1 and
(1.10), that for all o

{Re(s) | s ∈ C a pole of ZAlt2n(o)(s)}= P (Fn,δ)−α(Fn,δ),

{Re(s) | s ∈C a pole of ZMatn(o)(s)}= P (Gn)−α(Gn),

{Re(s) | s ∈C a pole of ZSymn(o)(s)}= P (Hn)−α(Hn).

As mentioned above, the zeta integrals (6.3), (6.2) and (6.3) are examples of
Igusa zeta functions which are known to satisfy the Bernstein-Sato-polynomial
conjecture. More precisely, they are Igusa zeta functions with the property that the
real parts of the poles of Z(s) are among the zeros of the Bernstein-Sato polyno-
mial bf (s), with pole multiplicities not exceeding the multiplicities of the corre-
sponding zeros. In the cases (6.1) and (6.2) these sets coincide. In the case (6.3),
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however, the set of Bernstein-Sato zeros is strictly larger: indeed, in this case we
have bf (s) =

∏n−1
i=0 (s+(i+2)/2). It strikes us as remarkable that

{s ∈ C | bf (s) = 0}= {a(Hn, i)/(n− i) | i ∈ [n−1]0}−α(Hn).

The rational numbers a(Hn, i)/(n− i) arise as candidate real parts coming from
terms of the form Xi/(1−Xi), with Xi= qa(Hn,i)−(n−i)s. We remark that the num-
bers that do not give rise to real parts of poles come from the variables which cancel
in the transition from the additive to the multiplicative formulae; cf. Lemma 5.2.

It would be interesting to associate other irreducible prehomogeneous vector
spaces with finitely generated nilpotent groups. We are presently not aware of any
other irreducible reduced prehomogeneous vector spaces whose geometry is re-
flected in this way in representation zeta functions of T -groups.
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